Born in Kerala, South India in 1927, Swami Vishnu-devananda entered the

Sivananda Ashram as a young man. For twelve years he lived and worked at the Divine
Life Society in Rishikesh, Himalayas, tmder the guidance of his master, Swami.Sivananda.
A large part of Swami Vishnu-devananda's training was directed towards
developing his remarkable talents in the field of Hatha Yoga. He was appointed the first
Professor of Hatha Yoga at the Sivananda Yoga Vedanta Forest Academy.
At the same time, he continued his own practice, mastering many difficult and advanced
Hatha Yoga techniques: asanas, pranayama, mudras, bandhas and kriyas. When asked
how he perfected these ancient practices, which to a great extent had been lost to the
modern world, Swamiji would say, "My Master touched me and opened my intuitive eye.

All this knowledge returned to me from past lives:'
In 1957, Swami Vishnu-devananda was sent to the West by his guru with the
words, "people are waiting:' He brought with him his teachings of Yoga an be

•
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world renowned as an expert in Hatha and Raja Yoga. Swamiji founded the
Internation"al Sivananda Yoga Vedanta Centers, with Headquarters in Val Morin,
Quebec, Canada and centers worldwide.
Swami Vishnu-devananda was a tireless campaigner for world peace. He piloted
his own plane to the trouble spots of the globe, earning him the nickname from the press
of the "Flying Swami:' He had indefatigable energy, which he attributed to his intensive
#
Hatha Yoga practice.
The author of the long-time bestselling The Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga and
Meditation and Mantras, Swami Vishnu-devananda is the inspiration behind the
Sivananda Companion to Yoga, Yoga Mind and Body and many other books.
Swami Vishnu-devananda entered Mahasamadhi on November 9, 1993. His body

was consigned to the Ganga (Ganges River) in Uttarkashi, Himalayas. This is where
Swamiji had spent much time in his early life doing intensive sadhana.
The work and teachings of Swami Vishnu-devananda continue through the
International Sivananda Yoga Vedanta Centers.
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Swami Vishnu-devananda (1927-1993)
To commemorate the lOth anniversary of the birth
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PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION
OM NAMO NARAYANAYA
December, 1997
Four years have passed since Swami Vishnu-devananda left his
physical body.

As his close students and staff watched, Swamiji

achieved that state of Samadhi which he so yearned for, and spoke of
so beautifully in his commentaries on the Hatha Yoga Pradipika.
Often, at the end of a Yoga Teachers' Training Course, Swamiji would
extol the new graduates to be "teachers and not preachers:' He meant
that Yoga is an art and science to be practiced and learned first hand.
Swamiji himself used his own body and mind as a laboratory.
Whatever he read or heard, he experienced himself and could report
first hand results.
Although True Knowledge cannot be learned from a book, scriptures
such as the present one, are meant as guides.

Together with an

experienced teacher, they can steer the sincere student along the
proper path.
In an effort to enhance the usefulness of the present edition, pictures,
the original Sanskrit text, glossary and index have been included.
It is offered with a prayer:
"May the whole world find Peace and Happiness:'
Yours in His Service,
the staff and students of
The International Sivananda Yoga Vedanta Center
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Published in honour of the 60th Birthday
"Diamond Jubilee Celebration"
of Swami Vishnu-devananda
by his disdples and devotees
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PREFACE TO FIRST EDITION
I would like to begin by speaking about the spiritual path we are
climbing through Yoga. You might say that it is an uphill climb. There
are ups and downs. We climb up and then once again go down. There
is no straight path to the top and there are many obstacles. In some
places the road is wide but then suddenly it narrows. We come to a
bush through which it is very difficult to penetrate, and even though
we continue, we do not know where we are going.
So it is with the spiritual journey. In the beginning it is all very
wonderful: "Ah, yes, I can do asanas, pranayama, etc:: but then
suddenly you come to that big bush in your path and you don't know
in which direction to go. If somehow you come out of the bush, you
come next to a swamp. Some students disappear in the quicksand and
never come out. Perhaps they see a beautiful girl or a handsome man
and get married, and oh, they want to enjoy their life with children,
home and family - once again swallowed by Maya, their spiritual
purpose completely forgotten.
Nevertheless, it is possible to penetrate these obstacles and reach the
top. Now you can see all around beautifully. Now you can meditate
and enjoy full freedom. No more birth, no more death; you've got an
eternal holiday.
These experiences are familiar to the yogi. He finds no smooth road to the
top. Those who succeed come from different directions, having followed
different teachers, but once they reach the top, everything is the same.
On the way the obstacles will differ, but at the top the view is the same.
The purpose of the practice of Yoga is to give your life a boost, to put
your spiritual progress in first gear. Then you may go into second gear
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and maybe into third gear where you can cruise comfortably after
climbing the hills. This is unlike most worldly people who just coast
downhill without knowing about brakes, thinking that happiness is
somewhere down there, waiting. They go straight downhill, faster and
faster into numerous disasters such as cancer, AIDS, high blood
pressure, heart trouble. Soon it is too late and they crash. So even
though it may seem very easy, please don't coast downhill. We will
show you another way.
The path was laid out by the Hatha Yoga Pradipika, an ancient text
used by Yogis to create the power to go uphill all the way to the top.
This path was laid out by great beings called siddhas: Matsyendranath,
his disciple Gorakshanath and others, fourteen in all. This is one of the
earliest treatises on Hatha Yoga; all the modern books are based on it.
It is the central route. All of us have only expanded and expounded on
it in different ways.
In addition to following the practices laid out in the Hatha Yoga
Pradipika, I strongly recommend the study of books such as
Shankaracharya's Viveka Chudamani, and the Srimad Bhagavatam.
The Viveka Chudamani is a very beautiful book, and those who follow
its instruction will create the necessary dispassion to surmount the
obstacles created by rajas (passion or activity). In addition, we also
need devotion, because without God's grace we cannot reach the
Source no matter how hard we strive. To help create this devotion, we
read from the Bhagavatam.
This practice is not something I invented; it is the traditional method
which I myself followed intensively when I was with Master Sivananda
in the Himalayas. I lived in the forest where there were cobras and
tigers. Sometimes I could hear the tigers from my cottage when they
would come by to drink water and they would roar. I had only a flimsy
door which they could easily have pushed through. Nevertheless, in
such an environment I went through this training morning, noon,
evening and midnight, practicing for almost fourteen hours daily. I
hardly slept - just two or three hours a night. But I can't begin to
describe the power that builds up.
Our purpose here is to increase the vibratory level in a very short time.
In Sanskrit this work is expressed as "Shakti Sanchar." Shakti is the
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"power" and Sanchar means "awakening of." We want to make the
Shakti move from its dormant or static state to the dynamic state
through sadhana or spiritual practice. However, please be careful not
to go beyond your capacity. Do not do too much at once, do not go too
deep or too fast, do not work too intensively, or else a kickback will
come. That is why I modify the practice to suit the particular evolution
of my students. I never give a practice unless I myself have experienced
it. Also, though I like discipline, I believe that this discipline must come
from within. I show my students how this can be accomplished and
then leave them to practice as if they were alone in the forest. To this is
added just a little group practice for reinforcement. In addition, my
students make out a resolve form and keep a spiritual diary which I
look at to check their progress so that I can prescribe a little more or a little
less of a particular practice. We meet together for an hour each day to
talk about our practice, to receive some instruction about technical
things and to improve the performance of some of these procedures.
My main instruction is to control the mind. Secondly, avoid
unnecessary desires with one exception - desire to increase your will
power. If you satisfy one desire, ten more will come to take its place,
and then when will you ever be finished with all those desires? But if
you develop your will power and kill even one desire, then you will be
strong. Then you will easily kill ten more, and then a hundred.
Om Namah Sivaya!
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EDITOR'S NOTE
We have used a text of the Hatha Yoga Pradipika which was printed in
Adyar, India in 1893.

It is a rare and especially faithful translation,

much valued for the insightful commentary of Brahmananda (which
is included as well). Although this edition was published more than
one hundred years ago, the present editor has had to alter very little in
order to make the text conform to modern usage. Insertions by the
editor are printed in [brackets].

The text of the Pradipika is set in 12pt Offidana Italic.
The text of Brahmananda's commentary is set in llpt Minion
Italic and is indented.

The text in 1 1pt Minion (regular) type, is the commentary of Swami
Vishnu-devananda, as given in a series of lectures at the first of the
annual Sadhana Intensives held at the Sivananda Ashram Yoga Camp
in Val Morin, Quebec, Canada in June, 1986.
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This book is intended as an aid for those who wish to learn the advance
practices of Hatha (Kundalini) Yoga from a qualified teacher. It is
suggested that it also be used in conjunction with the Complete Illustrated
Book of Yoga by Swami Vishnu-devananda, the Sivananda Companion
to Yoga (known as the Book of Yoga in Britain), and Yoga Mind & Body.
Many of the instructions given here have been purposely veiled by the
original writers, others need elaboration, and many require the
guidance of a teacher for correction. Swami Vishnu-devananda has
repeatedly stressed that these practices are not for beginners, and that
to violate this caution is to put the psyche at risk.

Please therefore,

follow these instructions along with the guidance of your guru.

A Glossary has been prepared for this book for this third edition, in the
hopes that this will be used as a reference manual for serious Yoga
students on all levels.
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is like a lake, and thought the waves (or vrittis in Sanskrit). Raja Yoga
is controlling and eventually stopping these waves of thought. In
Sanskrit we say, "Yoga chitta vritti nirodha."
According to Patanjali, author of the [Raja] Yoga Sutras, there are five
kinds of vrittis, some being positive and some not. Of these five, only
one is entirely positive, and that is when the seer identifies with the Self
(the Atman). T his is only possible when the thought waves are slowed
down. T hen the seer sees, in the calm lake of the mind, his own Self
•

(Atman). But, as long as the wind exists, we will see the tree moving,
the leaves fluttering - sometimes quietly, sometimes violently, but
always moving.
Hatha Yoga asks, "How do you stop these waves?" and "How does the
seer see the Self?"
As the waves on the lake are created by the wind on the lake, so also the
waves on the mind are created by the prana and apana. Sometimes this
energy moves very fast, sometimes slow. And according to the nature
of the prana/apana motion, the thought waves will be very intense or
very slow. We call this rajasic or tamasic thought.
Tamasic waves are lethargic and sleepy, for then inertia prevails. It is
not a still, peaceful state of mind, or an active state of mind; it is an
inert state, where mind is incapable of doing anything. It just vegetates
like a stone or a block of ice. Tamasic waves are very dull and gross,
frozen like ice, so that you can't see your reflection even though the
surface seems to be still. It is impossible to see what's at the bottom
of the lake.
Rajasic waves are like a stormy sky. It is agitated. Waves arise on the lake,
arise and dissolve continuously on the turbulent smface of the mind.
But in the sattvic state, the waves become still; there is no motion of the
prana or apana because the energy has been diverted to the central
channel, the Sushumna. Ordinarily, when these waves are projected,
the prana/apana moves through the Ida and Pingala channels on the
right and left sides of the body. This

can

be demonstrated by checking

your brain waves.
Sometimes the right hemisphere is more active; sometimes it is the left
that is more active. Waves from the left hemisphere are mostly
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analytical, mathematical, scientific, rational, etc. Generally, these are
the waves most used by the Western mind. That is why you (in the
West) have created beautiful cities and cars and complex technologies.
It is because your left hemisphere most often dominates the right
hemisphere. Even your religions emphasize the left, analytical side.
W hen

Christian

monks

go into

seclusion,

they

indulge

in

contemplation rather than in meditation, and in Judaism, the usual
rabbinical approach to religion is analytical.
Waves coming from the right brain are philosophical, devotional,
compassionate, peaceful in nature, even though we use them mostly
for inertia or for emotional things. Either you love or you hate
somebody, and so you put the waves on a very gross or tamasic level.
The purpose of Yoga is to prevent either hemisphere from dominating
the other, to create the sattvic state. That is why we meditate in a place
where there is very little activity- just the simple natural motion of the
trees in the breeze and occasionally the calls of some birds. In our
ashrams we plant flowers. All this is to help calm the mind.
The main practice of Yoga is to control the left side of the brain by
using the right brain. When the left brain is active, Ida is functioning
and breath is moving through the right nostril. When the right brain
is operating, the left nostril is opened and Pingala is functioning.
Normally this changes every one and a half to two hours, alternating
back and forth. But when the energy is not moving through either the
left or right nadi, it must go through the Sushumna, and then the
energy is balanced.
Moreover, the awareness of time and space is caused by this motion of
waves of prana between the right and left channels. There is some
similarity between samadhi and deep sleep. In deep sleep you are not
aware of time or space because the vrittis are suppressed; they are not
stopped as in samadhi. You might say that in deep sleep the vrittis are on
ice - in cold storage. They will come back when the sun comes up to
melt the ice. But in samadhi there are no vrittis at all. Ordinarily the only
time we experience such quiet is during deep sleep, a state of inertia, but
in samadhi the mental modifications have been suspended. Then there
is balance between the right and left brains. For this we practice alternate
nostril breathing because we can't directly affect the brain itself.

8
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Brahmavarishta is one who sports and delights in his higher
Self. " The seven stages are thus described in the Yoga Vasishta,
one of the most authoritative works on Yoga:
"One who has rightly distinguished between the permanent and
the impermanent; who has cultivated a feeling of dislike
towards worldly pleasures; who, having acquired full mastery
over his organs, physical and mental, feels an insatiable longing
to free himselffrom this cycle of existence, has attained the first
stage, Subechcha, or Longing for the Truth. He who has
pondered over what he has read and heard and has realized it
in his life has attained the second stage, Vicharana, or Right
Inquiry. When the mind, having abandoned the many, remains
steadily fixed on the One, he has attained the third stage,
Tanumanasa, or the Fading Out of the Mind.
"Till now he is a sadhaka, or practicer. Having reduced his mind
by the three previous stages to a state of pure sattva, when he
recognizes the Truth directly within himself- "I am Brahman"
- he is on the fourth stage, Sattvapatti, or Attainment of the
State of Sattva. Here the Yogi is called Brahmavid {Knower of
Brahman]. Till now he was practicing Samprajnata samadhi,
or contemplation where the consciousness of duality still lingers.
"Henceforward the three remaining stages form the
Asamprajnata samadhi i.e. having no consciousness of the
triad: knower, knowledge, and the known. When the Yogi is
unaffected by the siddhis that manifest themselves at this stage,
he attains the stage called Asamsakti (being unaffected by
anything). The Yogi is now called Brahmavidvara. Till now he
goes about performing his necessary duties of his own will. But
when he sees nothing but Brahman everywhere, that stage is
called Pararthabhavani, i.e. where the external things do not
appear to exist. Here the Yogi performs his functions prompted
by another.
"He is called Brahmavaristha when he has attained the seventh
and last stage during which he neither performs his daily duties
himself nor prompted by others, but remains in a state of
perpetual Samadh� "
The author of this }VOrk is said to have attained this stage, as his
name Swatmarama indicates.
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Ramayana and they don't practice. Others read the Bible and then
afterwards go and smoke. Such a course of action won't take you
anywhere. Practice is important.
The siddhis are obtained from Lord Siva only when you are not
planning to use those powers. At that time they come to you
automatically. The siddhis or knowledge are given only to one who has
devotion to the higher Self, not to the ego or to the body. Devotion to
the guru is necessary also because God and guru are one. As God will
not come directly to help, He has to manifest through your teacher.
According to the nature of the teacher, the disciple relationship takes
place. Some gurus you may have for only one day. Gurudev
Sivananda's teacher had to stay for only one hour because Sivananda
had already practiced in past lives. He became a great master after just
a little further practice. Then, years later, when he touched me, all my
past knowledge came, and he made me a Hatha Yoga professor. Master
did not sit with me and teach all these things. I had been practicing
from his Sadhana Tattva before that, but his presence was needed to
bring back those past memories.
A teacher is needed to awaken this knowledge from samskaras (subtle
impressions) of past lives. You are not just born ignorant or blind. The
teacher opens samskaras either by touch, smell, teaching, etc. In
ancienttimes this was the most usual way for the teacher to teach.
The teacher himself must have also gone through this training and
disciplined his life so that he can apply that regimen to you. He must
know how much he can give you because he sees your evolution. He
must prescribe just like a doctor: perhaps a certain amount of japa to
help reduce an overly rajasic nature, etc.
Brahmananda's Commentary:: The necessity of having a guru
by one's side when practicing Yoga is here strongly dwelt upon.
The Yogabija says, "He who wants to practice Yoga should have
a competent guru with him. He should begin Pranayama only
with the guidance of his guru. " The work called "Raja Yoga"
says, "Kaivalya is not to be got by any amount of study of the
Vedas, shastras and tantras without the advice ofa guru. "In the

Skanda Parana it is said, "The eight stages of Yoga are to be
learnt only from a competent guru; the siddhis are to be
obtained only from Siva. " And Suresvaracharya declares that

18
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[Tapas (austerities), cheerfulness, belief in God [astikya],
charity, worship of the deity, hearing the exposition of
Vedantic doctrines, shame, sound mind, japa (repeating
prayers), and vratas (observance of vows) -these
constitute niyama, the experts in Yoga say.]
Brahmananda's Commentary: These are clearly explained in
Saindilya Upanishad thus: "Tapas is the emaciation of the

body by the observances of fasts, etc. Cheerfulness means
contentment with what one obtains unasked. Astikya means a
belief in the Vedas and what they say. Charity means giving to
deserving persons with devotion what one has lawfully
acquired." On this point the Gita says: "Satvika dana or charity
consists in giving, to a person who cannot return it, in a proper
place and time, gifts simply as a matter of duty. "
"Worship" should be performed with a calm and clear mind.
"Hearing" means the theoretical study of Vedanta. "Shame"
means repugnance to doing a thing prohibited by the Vedas and
Shastras. "Sound mind" implies devotion to the courses laid
down in the Vedas. "]apa" refers to practice of the mantras that
are not prohibited by the Vedas, as taught by the guru. It is of
two sorts, audible and internal. Internal japa is repeating the
mantras mentally.
The course of development here laid down seems the most
natural and at the same time the most effectual.
T he
attainment of yama and niyama comprises all the active and
the passive virtues. The four sadhanas are the necessary
qualifications of a pupil:
·

(a) Discrimination between the permanent and
the impermanent.
(b) Perfect indifference to any objects of desire from the lowest
forms of earthly life to that of the Demiurgeous.
(c) Attainment of the six-fold qualities.
(d) Intense desire, and an intense striving, for emancipation.
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All these are included in the first two stages of Yoga. By these
means, the mind is naturally weaned away from any
attachment to worldly objects, and consequently, is in a fair way
to succeed in concentration. The asanas and pranayama come
at the right time and remove any disturbing element arising
from the body and its tendencies. The way to the higher paths
is now smooth and easy.
But the ground is hard to tread, and very few have the pluck to
go through it, or the patience to persevere under repeated
failures.

Therefore, nearly ninety-nine out of a hundred

practitioners are frightened by the outlook and begin at the
easiest and most practical point: asana and pranayama. They
read of the magnificent and stupendous results laid down as
following the easiest physical processes in an inconceivably short
time, and take to it with avidity for some months. But finding
that they do not see even a shadow of the glorious powers
prophesied, they give up the whole effort in disgust and become
the bitterest enemies of Yoga, denouncing it as false whenever
they can get hearers.
These escape lightly, but others commit serious mistakes in the
processes and end their lives as maniacs or suicides. They do not
realize the important fact that these tremendous powers are
promised as a result of a course of pranayama only when it is
practiced by one who has perfected in himselfthe moral and the
spiritual qualities included under yama and niyama.

This

point is beautifully brought out in the Yoga Vasistha in the
following story:
"A sannyasi retired into the jungles and practiced pranayama
for many years, but without realizing any of the powers foretold.
He then went to a sage and reverently asked him to teach him
Yoga. The sage told him to remain with him, and for the first
two years met all his pupil's eager solicitations for instruction
with 'Wait'. Gradually the sannyasi grew accustomed to the
situation and forgot to trouble his master any more for
instruction.

44
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Mind is like a tree and breath is like the wind. We can't see the wind,
but when we see the motion of the tree, we know that the air is
disturbed. It is the same with thought. When the prana is disturbed
or unsteady, your mind is so disturbed that you cannot sit quietly in
one place.

In the extreme case of a madman, the prana is so very

disturbed that it is not being channelled properly (neither afferent nor
efferent currents are moving correctly, and the motor or sensory
nerves are out of control).

Then thought and body actions are

completely out of control and one talks, moves and laughs completely
inappropriately.

This also happens to all of us in different degrees

whenever our minds are not completely steady - when "breath
wanders." The important thing to understand here is that prana and
mind are interconnected.
The Pradipika says that "One should restrain the breath," but you all
know that if you do that literally you won't live long. Again, we see that
we must translate breath as prana. When this prana is regulated so that
it becomes rhythmic, then breath also becomes rhythmic. We can
watch the physical breath to learn how the prana moves.

From

watching the leaves on the tree, we know whether the wind is from the
north or from the south, whether its speed is eight knots or whether it
is stormy.

Similarly, by watching the physical breath, we can cell a

person's mental condition. This is one of the principles upon which
lie detector machines are based.
When you do pranayama you are regulating the impulse coming to the
diaphragm in a proportional way

(1:4:2). Impulses are always going

from the brain to the rest of the body, as for example when I move my
arm. You cannot see the impulse but you can see the motion. The
muscle is controlled by the mind which st:nds the impulses through
the nervous system to the muscles. It all depends upon thought as it is
thought which controls the impulses.
By using the physical breath you are regulating the impulse of prana
(and of apana as well). Then, with the contraction of Mula bandha
you are trying to stop the impulse from going to the sexual and lower
organs; you are bringing the energy up. You shut off the prana not
only by holding the breath, but also by touching the chin to the chest.
By putting pressure on various nerves, you control the cardiovascular
system: the heart rate and the respiratory rate. When you put pressure
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go to a bar or a discotheque or a concert. He is content to just look at
a tree or to sit in a bare room. He is satisfied in whatever conditions
he finds himself. If there's no electricity, that's okay. If there's no hot
water, it's all right. No sun today, okay. But if tomorrow suddenly a
beautiful dinner and wonderful dishes were brought, that would be
okay too. That's called contentment.
When you are contented you are not looking for something, expecting
happiness only if you have such and such a thing. For example, only if
the weather is good, are you going to be happy. Only if Swami Vishnu
teaches you everything are you going to be happy; only if your
husband buys you a mink coat are you going to be happy; only if your
wife cooks a delicious meal are you going to be happy.
In that way, will you ever find happiness? No, because when you are
depending on someone else, things can always go wrong, and they do.
You can't expect the sun to come out just because you are not happy
without it. But you can be happy within your Self. You can smile at the
rain also. That's called contentment.
When the nadis are purified, your thoughts are no longer going from
right brain to left brain, and left brain to right brain. There is balance,
there are no more ups and downs.

Usually our life swings like a

pendulum: one day going this way - happy and jumping and joyful,
the next day going that way. Like a yo-yo, back and forth and back and
forth. But Yoga is a balanced state of mind. Then hot and cold are the
same, victory and defeat the same, censure and praise the same, gain
and loss the same. That's called contentment.
When the prana goes in the Sushumna, the first sign is contentment.
You can be alone in a cave as I was, or if you have to come and work
with people, that's all right too.

One day I was in a cave in the

Himalayas and I was contented. The next day I was in a five star hotel
in London. A five star hotel is all right too, but that hotel was just a
temporary abode and not the source of my contentment. In the cave
there was no hot or even cold water. I had to melt snow for water.
Every day I had to be careful with firewood as it was very hard to find
and extremely expensive to buy. But that was okay- that was the way
God wanted it. And even though everybody had gone and I was alone,
I was contented, knowing that I was an independent person and I
could be happy by myself.
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This comes naturally when purification has taken place and the
Kundalini is slowly moving in an upwards direction. In the downward
direction it is a yo-yo. This is how you will know it. As

an

example,

suppose after eating a full meal, suddenly you were brought more
food, what would you do? You wouldn't care about it, because the
desire for food is gone. It is the same with purification of the nadis. It
comes automa�ically.
When peace and contentment come to you, it means that the
Kundalini is awakened or the Shakti is opened. Then you radiate this
peace. Your friends and your family will see something new in you a peaceful and calm face. They will sense a new atmosphere. They will
feel just like a cold person coming from outside and warming himself
in front of a fireplace. If you feel this contentment, others will also feel
it. But even if others don't feel it, you are not unhappy about it because
everyone is not going to praise you. Some people are going to criticize
you anyway. That's the way the world is- the world of duality. No one
ever is always praised in this world by everybody. Can you tell me of
just one person who was praised by everybody? Was Moses praised by
everybody? Even after forty years, among his own people there were
many who revolted against him.

Did everyone praise Jesus?

They

crucified him even though he was talking about peace and love.
Similarly, Krishna, Rama, Buddha and Socrates were criticized. Swami
Sivananda was criticized by his disciples; someone even brought an axe
against him.
Your happiness should not be depending on outside influences. It is
not ego if you have confidence in your own Self. Confidence in the Self
means that you are seeing that one Self in everything as all are one.
Then you know that there's nothing to please. The moment you are
really satisfied with your life, it means that your Kundalini has
awakened and your Sushumna is purified.
Brahmananda's Commentary:

"Breath" does not mean the

air taken in and given out, but the prana, i.e. the magnetic
current of the breath.

It would be absurd if we say that the

breath should be made to go to the right toe, etc. In the preceding
sloka, "sattvica buddhi" means a mind in which the rajasic
elements such as unsteadiness, and tamasic elements such as
sloth, etc., have been overcome by the worship of Ishwara
and perseverance.
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and then another inhale, retain, exhale makes one round.

Forty

rounds in the morning, forty at midday, forty in the evening, and forty
at midnight. A beginner will start with ten or fifteen rounds and then
continue until he reaches forty rounds.
During that period you should avoid salty things, as well as pungents,
taking mostly sattvic foods such as milk, almonds, cooked rice in milk,
ghee, etc.

Taking this sattvic food and practicing with yama and

niyama, along with the right attitude, will bring purification of the
nadis within a few months. Then you will be shining like a bright lotus.
In addition to pranayama practice, you also have to spend time for
morning asanas, evening asanas, morning meditation, evening
meditation. Then you must have time for bandhas and mudras, study
of the scriptures and for singing kirtan. As you must also make time
to attend to your natural calls, etc., you might wonder where is the

time for sleeping?

If you follow this practice, your sleep will come

automatically and you won't need much because only one or two
hours of sleep will give you perfect rest. Then sleep becomes very deep
and undisturbed.
But I am not recommending that you go as fast as that. If you do that
now, in your present condition, the kickback will be tremendous. You

will be disgusted: "Ugh, I didn't get anything that Swami mentioned."
Start slowly and build up.
I recommend that you practice only three times daily, omitting the
midnight practice. You will be getting almost the same benefit without
going to that extreme. Really, this is the standard yogic way. When we
go into seclusion, this is the way we practice.
If you live in hot climates such as Israel, it is the midday practice which
should be omitted. Too much perspiration. Also, I suggest that you
avoid extremely cold climates. Some extremists have even practiced
pranayama while sitting in the snow, but don't practice this type of
pranayama or you will have a complete breakdown of your nervous
system. Everything should be moderate: not too cold and not too
warm. Moderation is very important.

Brahmananda's Commentary:

This comes to about 320

kumbhakas daily. But as it might be inconvenient to practice at
midnight, it might amount to 240 kumbhakas.
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But if the tremor takes place, and if it is the right thing, then you feel
at peace inside, and strong. The body may be moving violently but
you are peaceful inside.

The common reaction is always a blissful

inner state. You will want to enjoy that state, to stay in that state. If
you get that peaceful experience, you don't have to worry. But when
the inner feeling is painful or if it is a negative state, then something is
wrong. That is the surest way to find out whether you are progressing
or whether you are going in the wrong direction.

In the highest stage, the prana goes to the
Brahmarandhra. So one should perform pranayama.
Randhra means "canal," so Brahmarandhra is "Brahma's Canal."
Where is Brahma's Canal? The Sushumna. With this third and highest
stage of purification, the tremor will stop and there will be no more
perspiration, though your energy is very high. You won't feel anything
except the stillness of mind and that inner joy and happiness
and peace.
Additional experiences will differ from person to person. Some people
may see lights or colors, some may get more vibration in the spinal
chord, others won't feel vibration or light anywhere. So if this happens
to you, don't think that you are not progressing.

These are just

individual reactions due to differences in mental states from person to
person. When the Kundalini is awakened, outward experiences will
differ. These things are not important. The important thing is: are you
peaceful? Are you satisfied with your life? Do you know that you are
a free man? Do you have the freedom to do what you like now? Are
your senses under your control? Is your mind no longer asking you to
go to the pizza parlor to find happiness? These are the questions you
should be asking. It is the inner experience you should be concerned
with, not the external.
Occasionally blockages in the nadis occur as reactions to the taking of
drugs, meat, alcohol and so forth, while following this practice.
Blocking can take place, not only in the Sushwnna nadi, but even in
the Ida and Pingala (the normal channels), or in any of the fourteen
major nadis, or even in any of the other 72,000 nadis. During blockage
prana moves like a wild river, flowing into every nook and corner,
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going in any direction out of control. At that time it is very difficult to
help such people.

They never follow instructions, insisting on

practicing bandhas, mudras, etc., without adequate preparation. They
must first return to normal by changing their diet and other bad
practices, and only then can they begin over with simple deep
breathing exercises.

They should not practice retention in the

beginning. Then slowly, slowly, as the body becomes normal and the
channels purify, then perhaps, after several months they can introduce
alternate nostril breathing with retention. But help is very difficult to
find for people in such trouble unless they come across a teacher who
has had experience of these things and will understand immediately by
looking at the person and know how to prescribe.
Brahmananda's Commentary:

In the first stage, the prana is

retained for twelve matras.
That is the time when perspiration comes.

In the second {stage] twenty-four matras, and in the third,
thirty-six matras. A matra is defined to be the time taken for
circling the knee three times or flipping the fingers once.
The ancients didn't have watches. For them the smallest unit was a
matra, which is approximately three seconds. So in the first stage the
prana is retained for thirty-six seconds (twelve matras); let us say that
it is equal to a half minute.

Others say that a matra is the time occupied by clapping the
hands thrice. A third definition is the time taken for the breath
to go in and come out in the case of a man who is sound asleep.
They used various definitions.

The first stage of pranayama has a period of twelve and a half
breathings. Six such breaths are called ''pala. " The other stages
of Yoga: pratyahara, dharana, dhyana, and samadhi, are only
progressions in pranayama.
Here they are not talking about physical breathing, but about the
prana which is in the Sushumna.

When the prana stays in the

Sushumna for one and a half minutes, that is called "one breathing," or
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"one pala." When the prana stays in the Sushumna for more than
twelve and a half breathings, it is no longer pranayama, but pratyahara.
There are three stages in the purification of the nadis. In the first stage,
perspiration takes place. At that time, the prana is held for twelve
matras (approximately 30 seconds).

Notice that prana is held, not

breath. You hold the prana for thirty seconds in the Sushumna. Prana
will not stay for more than a certain time because there is a
tremendous resistance there. It's like bringing together the same poles
of two magnets: they will repel each other.

In the same way, the

positive force of the Sushumna and the not-so-purified energy of the
Ida and Pingala are coming and pushing against each other. There is a
temporary suspension for a very short time. That is called the first
stage. So be sure to remember that "thirty seconds" does not mean that
we are holding the physical breath. That is what is meant by "holding
the breath in the Sushumna."
The second stage is held for twenty-four matras. In the third stage, the
prana stays in the Sushumna for thirty-six matras (about one and a
half minutes), but the true inner feeling of that time appears to be an
eternity. Then there is no more time; you are not even aware that the
world has any meaning. When you come out of that state, then you
know that the world is like a mirage. Don't think that this experience
takes place only in the Sushumna. Actually, you feel this radiation
throughout your body, and not in a specific location. Location is given
only so that your mind can concentrate. It is the same when you focus
on chakras so that you can get more concentration power. This helps
the energy to flow in the correct channel, which is the most important
thing for bringing peace. This is what is meant by "holding the prana"
in the different stages.
A word of caution: never take anything literally in Yoga. For example,
the symbol of Lord Siva is the dancing Nataraja, representing creation
and destruction, the dance of matter. Matter changes every moment.
When one particle of matter dies, it becomes new matter for
something else.

That's called the "Dance of Siva."

The petals on

chakras are also symbols, hinting at energy pattern radiations. Such
things are given so that the mind can visualize. They are just aids for
focusing your concentration, so don't get stuck. Use the visualization
to come into reality.

In reality you never see petals in the chakras.
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What you see are the energy pattern changes, the wavelength changes.
For at these higher stages of practice you have a different type of
experience.

These symbols are just aids for focusing your

concentration. Many yogic students make the mistake of taking these
symbols literally, and when they don't get these experiences, they think
that the teachings are all wrong. But that is because they have never
approached their teacher to get a proper understanding of them.
In the third stage when certain energies start developing, you may start
writing poetry. As the chakras develop, you may see clairvoyantly, or
develop various powers, or you may only have the inner peace, not
wanting to move, withdrawing from everybody.

Reactions will be

different, but the inner experience always remains the same: all will
have experience of peace and joy
Brahmananda's Commentary:

When the prana is restrained

for a period of 125 palas, then it goes into Brahmarandhra.
When the prana stays in Brahmarandhra for about twenty-five
palas, that is pratyahara. If it remains there for five ghatikas
(two hours), it is dharana. If it stays for sixty ghatikas (two and
a half days), it is dhyana. If it is restrained for twelve days, it
is samadhi.
Again I want to emphasize that we are not talking about the physical
breathing but about how long the prana stays in the Sushumna. With
twelve and a half palas the prana stays only in the lower chakras, and
then at about twenty or thirty palas it goes to the higher chakras. At
about 120 palas it reaches the crown. That means that progression in
the time of retention will cause the prana to go higher and higher.
Do not expect this to happen in one or two courses or by
correspondence, even though it is actually your natural state. It may
happen today, tomorrow, or progress might stagnate if you are
careless. Now there may be enthusiasm, but if, the moment you finish
this Intensive Course, you are be tempted by ice cream, pizza, boys and
girls, dance and music, and sensual pleasures, then you are finished
the vairagya (dispassion) will be gone. The things you learn from your
practice increase your vibratory level; they create a fire. Then it is like
taking a glass of water, pouring it over the fire and putting it out.
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Brahmananda's Commentary:

Here I shall quote from a work
on Yoga a description of the daily life that a yogi is expected
to lead:
"He should get up at four or six o'clock in the morning. Having
contemplated upon his guru in his mind and his duty in his
heart, he should clean his teeth and besmear himself with
holy ashes.
"Seated on a soft and convenient seat in a pleasant math, he
should mentally salute his guru. Then he should perform
sankalpa .... Afterwards he should make as many salutations as
he can to Sesha, the king of the serpents, that he may safely go
through the asanas. He should then practice the asanas, and
when he gets fatigued, the Savasana. He should perform the
practice called Viparita karani. Then, having performed
achamana (sipping the water and pronouncing a mantra), he
should salute the great yogis.
"He should then assume the Siddhasana and should perform
ten pranayamas, increasing the number by five every day until
he reaches eighty. He should first practice Kevala kumbhaka by
the right and left nadis. Then follows Surya bheda, Ujjayi,
Sitkari, Sitali, and Bhastrika, and then the others. Then the
mudras should be practiced as taught by the guru. He should
then assume the Padmasana posture and practice concentration
upon the inner sounds. In the end he should offer up all these
to Ishwara.
"Having got up, he should bathe in hot water. Then the daily
duties should be performed very quickly. The same process
should be gone through in the midday. After that he should take
some rest and proceed to take his meals. Then he should take
cloves, camphor, or betel leaf without chunam (lime). After the
meal he should study the shastras that treat of emancipation, or
he should hear the puranas expounded or repeat the names
ofishwara.
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the inner sounds are distinctly heard,
Or light may come very clearly.

the eyes are clear and bright, the body is freed from
all diseases, the seminal fluid is concentrated,
That means that the seminal fluid will not go downward to the sexual
organ.

Automatically every day it goes backward unless you really

want to bring it down.

the digestive fire is increased,
Your digestion becomes very good.

and the nadis are purified.
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CHAPTER THREE
INTRODUCTION
AWAKENING KUNDALINI
Kundalini is glorified by all. She Herself, when
awakened by the Yogi, achieves illumination for him. It
is she who bestows Liberation and knowledge, for She is
That Herself She is the source of all knowledge and
bliss. She is pure Consdousness Itself She is Brahman,
She is Prana Shakti, the Supreme Force, the Mother of
Prana, fire, sound, and the source of all things.
-Swami Sivananda
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Since most people are content to live only in the lower chakras, their
experience of this world is confined to the gross. For example, they
may go out to eat in an expensive candle-lit restaurant. Their food is
brought by waiters robed in white, carrying elegant covered silver
platters. What do they get but the same dog food? (They call it steak.)
They sit with a fork and a knife and cut it neatly this way and then put
it that way. After eating, they may go to sleep or perhaps go out for a
little dancing in order to prepare for a sexual experience later. The next
morning they get up just to make money so that they can get power
and position to continue this process.

They cannot meditate or

cogitate: "Who am I? Where do I come from? Where do I go?" One
becomes a human being only when these questions begin to be asked,
and this happens only when the Kundalini has awakened. Till then,
the intellect is used only for the getting of food, sleep, and
sensual enjoyments.
Awakening of the Kundalini means that your vibratory level goes up.
At that time sensual experience becomes dull and boring; you no
longer need drinking, smoking, gambling. It makes no sense to you
because you have discovered that satisfaction, peace and happiness are
within.
realized.

Your peace and joy will increase proportionately as this is
What ordinary people consider as happiness, is for you

nothing but pain.

When that experience comes, it means that

Kundalini has awakened.
Once the Kundalini is awakened, the fear of death also slowly
disappears. Now you know that there is no birth, no death. You find
disease vanishing automatically. This is because disease is caused by
gross vibrations, by believing that you get happiness from the
vibrations of these lower senses.

These things will disappear

automatically when the Kundalini is awakened.
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But don't look for a serpent to come up and hit you. Don't think: "Oh,
my Kundalini has reached the third chakra - the fourth chakra - now
it is only two more inches to the fifth chakra." That's not the way the
Kundalini gets awakened.

In actuality, it is the aura condition that

changes as the vibratory rate increases.
The highest stage, called God Consciousness, is where the Shakti
vibrates with Siva. The lowest stage of Shakti is the experience we get
in association with matter. Matter is gross. For example, when your
senses come in contact with ice cream, you get an experience of Shakti;
it vibrates at a very low level. All of our five senses are Shakti, but they
vibrate only when they come in contact with objects, with matter.
When you eat, when you hear music, or when you see somethiug, it
excites the Shakti in a very low form. In our lives we are always having
such experiences, but we are not happy about them.
increase that experience on a different wavelength.

We want to
So we sit in

meditation and try to: (1) quiet the thoughts, (2) regulate the breath,

(3) shut off the five organs of action (mouth/speech, legs, hands,
genitals and anus), and the five senses of knowledge (hearing, taste,
smell, sight and touch).

We get knowledge of the universe only

through these five senses and we perform actions through the five
organs of action.

These ten faculties of man are called Indriyas

in Sanskrit.
To make the Kundalini Shakti vibrate at a higher level, you must
withdraw from contact with external objects. To awaken the Shakti,
you must stop the energy from going to the ten faculties so that the
mind becomes as still as possible. Then the senses are not reacting on
the mind. The mind is not allowed to wander into sensual pathways.
Each sense will say, "Come on, let me taste; let me hear;' and will draw
the mind to the sense objects.

But once you are able to stop this

extroverted, outward going tendency, you make the mind introverted.
When the mind becomes introverted and still, then the Shakti starts
vibrating on a different wavelength.

It is awakening to power in a

higher state. When the Shakti vibrates only on lower levels, then you
get only the five basic sensual experiences mentioned above - very
crude and gross. There is a dissatisfaction with that experience.
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You may remember how you used to go for holidays to a five-star
hotel.

Early morning you drank coffee, you smoked, you ate your

breakfast with bacon and eggs, and then swallowed a couple of aspirins
or pep pills. Afterwards you sat by the swimming pool or went to the
golf course or went fishing. In the evening you ate your steak and then
you went dancing. The senses went only in this direction; you never
knew anything beyond that. But now you are looking for something
else because you are unhappy living at the low energy level like that of
an animal.

You want to get out of the animal experience to a

divine experience.
The ordinary human experience is very close to animal experience and
perhaps even worse, because we become very clever at using the
intellect to satisfy the senses: how to alter the natural flavor of food by
cooking and spicing so that it will taste better, or how to combine it
with certain drinks so that it will be even more tasty. In this way you
use the intellect to prepare food, spending hours and hours in
changing its nature so that it will have a different flavor and
appearance. All the senses are brought into action - that is why there
is unhappiness and pain in all of us. That pain has brought you to
this point.
But by Raja Yoga we are stopping the outgoing senses and stilling the
mind. Raja Yoga is called "Citta vritti nirodha;' stopping the mental
waves. In Hatha Yoga we stop the pranic waves so that the mental
waves will stop. In Kundalini Yoga they say that when the senses are
brought together, the energy will not move outward.

At that time,

thought will be in a higher vibratory level; the energy field will change.
Actually, all these experiences are one and the same, only the point of
view is different. There is really no difference between Kundalini Yoga,
Hatha Yoga, Mantra Yoga, Laya Yoga, and Raja Yoga. Each Yoga may
emphasize certain points, but they are not basically different from each
other. They are all part of Ashtanga Yoga (the eight-limbed Yoga):
yama, niyama, asana, pranayama, pratyahara, dharana, dhyana,
and samadhi.
Mantra Yoga achieves energy/thought control by the use of mystic
syllables. When you repeat "Om Namo Narayanaya" over and over
again, you are changing the vibratory level of your thought.

In

Kundalini Yoga, by pulling the energy upward through control of the
prana, the energy field changes its wavelength. In Hatha Yoga, by
controlling the prana, the Kundalini is pushed upward, and in this way
too the energy level is changed. So you may say that eventually all these
techniques are nothing but Kundalini Yoga.

The Shakti must be

controlled and transformed into a higher vibratory state.
When you perform asanas, you are not just performing physical
exercise. Asanas also act on the psychic system (just as acupuncture
affects the various meridians) by stimulating the prana. For example,
when there is a problem in the liver, acupuncturists stimulate the
appropriate area of a meridian with a needle so that the electrical
impulses increase and the liver gets additional prana for its healing.
But yogis can do the same without the need for needles, just from the
asanas themselves. Take a Kirilian photograph before you do asanas
and another one afterwards.

You will see that the energy level has

changed completely with a tremendous new emanation of energy.
This has been proven by recent scientific research.
And when you perform pranayama, not only do you get oxygen, but
the wavelength of the chakras (the energy field) changes. This is being
investigated by Eastern as well as Western scientists.

In Japan,

researchers have a chakra machine which can actually measure the
energy wavelength in each chakra.

It is like an especially sensitive

microphone which picks up the wavelength radiating from each
chakra without even touching the body.

The signal is then passed

through an amplifier and into an oscilloscope so that the wave pattern
can be viewed.

Each chakra will be seen to show a different wave

pattern. When advanced yogis meditate, their chakras vibrate rapidly
and so the pattern in the oscilloscope changes.

Before this recent

research, we had no way to prove the existence of these human
energy fields.
This shows that Kundalini Shakti is manifesting in a higher dimension.
The purpose of all this pranayama is to increase the vibratory level or
awaken the Kundalini Shakti - they are one and the same. That is why
we use various methods: physical, mental and pranic.

The physical

method is by controlling the sphincter muscle of the anus, by applying
Jalandhara bandha to affect the vagus nerve. When both impulses are
controlled, the energy builds up.
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It is like the electronic flash on a camera. When you turn on the flash,
energy from the six-volt battery builds up in the condenser little by
little. Then when you press the button, a flash of light comes (about
10,000 - 20,000 volts for a fraction of a second) to take the

photograph.

This flash is very intense and powerful, so you get a

tremendous amount of light, even though for only a fraction of a
second.

The same thing happens when you hold the breath and

control the energy.
As you hold the breath, your lower batteries start charging up - with
both prana and apana. Then suddenly, one day when the nadis are
purified, the energy starts flashing through the spinal cord in an
instant.

At that time all of the chakras are opened up.

This is the

awakening of the chakras by the movement of the Kundalini to the
upper chakras.

When you follow a practice of bandhas, mudras,

asanas, pranayama, and purification by chanting mantras and eating
the right diet - the energy must go up automatically. Your spiritual
progress will increase proportionally as the energy level goes to the
higher chakras.

That is what is meant by the "awakening of the

Kundalini Shakti."
This should be understood theoretically. The energy is within you; it
is to be awakened. Do not make it grosser or bring it to a lower state.
Withdraw the senses as much as you can and bring that energy to the
higher centers through

your imagination

and concentration.

Wherever you think, there the prana goes; that is a law. Conversely,
wherever prana goes, there thought goes.

Thought and prana are

interrelated; one cannot move without the other also moving.
That is why concentration, imagination, and physical exercise together
give you a complete holistic approach to the awakening of the Shakti.
That is why you need asanas, pranayama, bandhas, mudras, right diet,
and the right atmosphere.

A right atmosphere would be beautiful

mountains where the magnetic current (the prana) is very strong from
all L�e vegetation. Everything in nature radiates so that you can absorb
and store this prana for your higher spiritual development.
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PRANA AS ELECTRICITY
Your physical body is like a machine. It runs on two types of energy:
chemical energy, which comes from food, and psychic energy (called
prana) which comes from all the objects we take in: food, water, air,
and sunlight. These are the basic sources of our prana, and they are
found everywhere in nature. Prana also exists in the vacuum of space,
underground, and even in water. But it is not a chemical thing, it is
electrical in nature. Your body is a storehouse of prana, and the blood
system [circulatory system] acts as a transformer, diverting the prana
from the astral to the physical.
Yogis do not believe that the body exists merely because of its
physicochemical nature; to them it is basically electrical in nature.
When the electrical connection from the astral to the physical is
severed (like a battery disconnected from an engine), it doesn't matter
how powerful the engine is, it cannot start. The impulses of prana
travel through the astral to the physical through an astral umbilical
cord at our solar plexus. When this cord is severed, no more prana can
come to the physical body. If the prana comes in very small amounts
then the body will be comatose (unconscious).
If you understand the electrical nature of our bodies, you will
understand the purpose of pranayama. I will try to explain in modern
terms, as some of the ancient terms are very difficult to grasp.
It is said that you can block the air in the Sushumna, in the throat
region, in the stomach region, in the back region, in the ear region, in
the eye region.

Actually, how can you block the air in these places

when the air which you inhale does not go into these places at all?
What does this mean?
Actually, it is not a physical blockage, it is the diversion of energy from
one source to another.

In Yoga we call this energy "prana." The

problem is that there is no English equivalent for this word, so it gets
translated as "air." Even Indian yogis make this mistake when they
don't know how to translate from the Sanskrit.
I like to explain these ideas using analogies with electronic terms.
Most of you are familiar with such gadgets as radios, cameras,
computers. There are three basic components common to all of them.
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Similar things exist in your body, but please don't take what I say
literally; it is only to help you to understand how such things as locks
work in the body mechanism. When you do pranayama, it will help
you a great deal if you understand this.

Three things should be

understood: (1) transformers, (2) condensers, and (3) resistors.
(1) Transformers: In electronic components there is always a source of
power, usually a battery or household current. A small tape recorder
cannot handle the 110 volt current as it enters the house, so it must be
stepped down to a lower voltage by a transformer, otherwise the
components will burn up. (There are step-down transformers and
step-up transformers for decreasing and increasing the voltage.)

(2) Condensers (also called Capadtors) are storehouses of electricity.
An example is the electronic flash in your camera. The electricity for

the flash may come from a six volt battery, but that voltage cannot give
enough light to take a photograph. What is needed is several thousand
volts to create an intense light. So the energy coming from this small
battery is stored up (it is not stepped up or stepped down) like a
reservoir and accumulated till it can create a powerful flash for a
brief moment.

(3) Resistors: Another concept in electronics that we should
understand is that of resistance.

We can increase or decrease the

resistance to the flow of energy.

More impurities will reduce the

electrical flow. An example is the ordinary garden hose through which
water flows at a specific velocity unless constricted by squeezing. The
pump continues to try to force 16 gallons of water per minute through
the hose, but when its capacity is reduced by constriction, the pressure
goes up, and so the water comes out more forcefully.
In our body, something similar to a condenser also exists. Prana is like
electricity but very subtle. All electricity flows through wires, and in
our body it flows through nadis (or meridians in the Chinese system).
The problem here, is that when I say nerve, many people understand
only the visible type of nerve. The nadi is equivalent to the nerve in
the physical body, but it may be called an astral nerve tube, as it exists
not in the physical, but in the astral body. I will not be able to completely
communicate this subject in electronic terms, but there does exist a
similarity between a physical nerve and your astral nerve; they are
counterparts. The difference is that one is visible and the other is not.
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In our bodies, the impulse coming from the brain through the vagus
nerve which controls the heart and lungs are all impulses called prcma.
Previously it was thought that the heart was not susceptible to
voluntary control, that you could not control the heartbeat by
concentration.

But yogis can demonstrate that the heartbeat can be

slowed down with concentration or by such practices as ]alandhara
bandha. They shut down the flow of prana. We are not talking about
physical prana, but psychic prana.
Thought can change your breathing rhythm as well as your heartbeat.
Two important components of the body are together called the
cardiovascular system because they are interdependent.

When the

body needs extra oxygen, the heart rate goes up. In order to make the
lungs pump faster you have to stimulate the muscles of the diaphragm
and intercostal muscles. That is done by the brain. In an emergency,
say you are running because a tiger is chasing you and you are close to
exhaustion, the adrenal glands will throw out adrenaline to give the
heart an extra boost so that the lungs can breathe a bit faster for a short
time. That's equivalent to the capacitor in electronic gadgets which I
mentioned. Nature has given us this ability to escape from dangerous
situations.

This extra stimulation activates the adrenal gland which

pumps adrenaline into the blood stream so that the heart gets a fast
kick for a short time so that it can pump more oxygen to the muscles.
Let us try to understand the cardiovascular system, to see how the
heart rate and the breathing are interconnected.
There is a gadget called the polygraph or lie detector. Just as EEG tests
the brain waves, the polygraph measures the three basic components
mostly connected to the autonomous nervous system, a system which
is basically not under

our control.

Generally speaking, the

autonomous nervous system is beyond our control, but yogis can
control it. In the polygraph, the three basic components are: (1) to
demonstrate and measure your breathing pattern, how many cycles
per sewnd you are breathing (normally we breathe 16 times per
minute); (2) the pulse rate (normally about 75 or 80 per minute); (3)
galvanic skin response. Under our sweat glands there are nerves which
carry sensory impulses.
Because the galvanic skin response (GSR), measured as coming from
the sweat gland, will change according to your thought, it is one of the
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three basic components in a polygraph. When you check for GSR by
putting small electrodes on the tip of the finger (for example), you can
take this current coming out and amplify it so that you can see its
pattern. That is also under the autonomous nervous system.
The polygraph technician also connects an elastic type of material
from your chest to the polygraph so that you can see the number of
times you are breathing, or what your breathing pattern is: shallow,
long, or disturbed. With normal breathing we inhale about 1500 cc of
air and exhale out the same amount very gently. But when you are
breathing deeply, you can take in and out about 2000 cc. At that time
the impulse will be very strong. When you are mentally disturbed the
breathing pattern will also change.
When all these components are connected to the polygraph, we
observe three different waves: breathing pattern, blood pressure, and
galvanic skin resistance. After two or three minutes there is a normal
reading. If suddenly the polygraph changes, it is an indication that the
person has lied. An emotional upset will cause the breathing pattern
to change from say sixteen times per minute to twenty-five or thirty
times per minute.

It can go up or down.

In extreme cases the

breathing or the h�art may even stop, as in the case of shock or some
bad news. Also good news: something very exciting- say you won five
million dollars in a lottery- that could stop the heart also.
In such cases you are overloading your capacitor. Within a brief time,
everything is short circuited. The voltage coming through the nerves
becomes so powerful that it just short circuits everything: the heart
and/or lungs stop and there is collapse. So you see that your body is
not different from an electronic mechanism.
The electronic impulse in our body is the prana. This prana comes to
the nervous system where it is stored by condensers and transformed
by transformers. There are five basic types of prana: prana, apana,
udana, samana, and vyana, as well as some minor pranas; the
difference between major and minor pranas lying in the voltage. Even
in electronic gadgets, some things need higher voltage so there are
different types of transformers.
transformers chakras.

[In the body]

we call these

Various nerves come and go through the

chakras. They are not physical nerves, but astral.
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In the physical body, the places where these nerves gather at the spinal
cord are called plexuses. They are a kind of junction like a telephone
exchange. These plexuses correspond to the chakras. This is where the
energy is stored up like a condenser, altered like a transformer and
acted upon by resistors. All these things take place in the same area.
In most people, the transformers in their upper chakras are not
completely opened up; maybe for highly advanced students they are
partially opened. Or if there is a tremendous amount of impurity, it
acts as a resistor. These variable resistors are automatically controlled
by your thought [as well as your diet].

Everything is controlled by

thought. According to the nature of your thought, your impurities will
increase or decrease. For each of these three gadgets in your system:
condenser, transformer, resistor, all are controlled by your mind.
So yogis go directly to the mind to change the pattern. According to
the nature of the pattern of your thought, the voltage will be increased
or reduced. If the voltage increases, then the energy goes to a higher
chakra. If you reduce the voltage (make your thought very gross with
only sensual and sexual thoughts), then the energy goes only to the
lower chakras because the voltage is not sufficient to lift to the
higher chakras.
Remember that neither thought nor prana are in the physical body.
They are in the astral body and according to the nature of your
thought, the prana flows in the physical body. When your thought is
very gross, then the prana or electrons corning to the physical body will
be lessened since there is too much resistance. Also, a physical nerve
cannot take a high, powerful thought, so there may be a shutdown of
the prana to a certain extent. The nervous system which is impure
cannot transmit high voltage. Sometimes a sudden shock to the mind
will even shut off this flow of prana. Sometimes this current is slowed
down to such an extent that you are like a living corpse. Then you are
m

a coma.
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BANDHAS AND MUDRAS
Bandhas are locks; they lock the prana in a certain area. Mudras are
seals; they seal certain things and cause the energy to flow in only one
direction instead of alternately.

Again, we have to go back to

electronics to understand these things.
You all now understand about resistance. Another thing to consider is
alternating current (AC) and direct current (DC). The light bulbs in
our homes work off alternating current because the positive and
negative poles change as the dynamo rotates.

On the other hand,

direct current (DC), such as the current from a battery will light such
gadgets as a flashlight.

With DC, the flow of electrons is not

alternating; it comes in steady streams.
When we apply the seals (mudras) and locks (bandhas), we are
allowing the electrons to flow in only one direction (not alternately),
and we are stopping the afferent and efferent currents (the motor and
sensory impulses).

In this way, the normal pattern of energy

throughout the nervous system is altered. Through bandhas, mudras
and pranayama, we control the sensory and motor nerves.
If you regularly practice the above (with purification of the nadis),
then the energy will flow through one channel, the Sushumna, like
direct current.

This gives a high voltage, less resistance and more

capacitance. When you have all these put together in an electronic
component such as the electronic flash, the capacitor is charged and
voltage builds up until there is an intense discharge of bright light for
a fraction of a second. Too much resistance will cause everything to
blow up because the flow through that wire must be sufficient to
accommodate all those electrons. So we must remember the concepts
of resistance, a build-up of voltage, and eventual discharge.
This also happens in our sexual experience. The capacitors are
charged from thoughts and passion, and then in the sexual climax,
suddenly there is a discharge of the prana. Afterwards there is no
energy for you. You all know how the sexual act (or any strong
emotion such as anger) literally drains the body of energy. After
discharge takes place, it takes several hours to recharge the capacitors.
It is just like an electrical flash: you can't press the discharge button
immediately and get light again, you have to wait to build up the
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charge once more. That is why after the sexual act you have to wait for
the body to recharge. A man who goes on wasting this energy, one day
will become impotent like a dead battery. Then there is no happiness
in him, no peace of mind. It's not just physical impotence I'm talking
about - there will also be mental impotence. Thought becomes dull;
one becomes unable to properly channel thought currents, and
emotional complications take place, resulting in constant depression.
All of this happens due to excessive discharge of prana.
Western scientists do not properly understand this. They think that
the sexual act is a natural thing. It is not. It needs a tremendous
amount of charging of the capacitors, and then there is release of that
energy in a very short time. Suppose you were to continually discharge
the flash on your camera after each build up of the capacitor, soon the
battery would become so completely discharged that you would have
to replace it. However, in our bodies we cannot change the battery; we
have to wait while we recharge normally or do pranayama. Ordinary
people do not know what pranayama is, so they can recharge only
through rest, sunshine and eating food. You get some prana from
eating food, but it is a very little bit: just the minimum amount for
survival and the carrying on of vegetative functions.
Ordinary people cannot do higher practices of meditation, thinking,
higher willing. Even though they may be doctors, psychiatrists, PhDs,
they don't even have enough willpower to stop their smoking habits as
th<.>ir higher psychic capacities are very limited. They are continuously
discharging and they don't know how to recharge. Their mind is in a
very weak condition. If you understand this, then you understand the
purpose of bandhas and mudras.
From practicing pranayama along with the bandhas and mudras, you
are slowly channelling the current into one direction. Normally your
energy is oscillating, like alternating current. As you channel the
energy into one current, your capacitors charge up. Each time you
hold the breath, you are recharging the capacitors. As each chakra
transformer pulsates, the voltage increases and goes to higher and
higher chakras. As the voltage goes up, each chakra acts like a step-up
transformer, increasing the energy level step by step until the energy
reaches the Sahasrara. That is called union.
This is the theory behind Kundalini Yoga. In philosophical terms, the
aim of spiritual practice is freedom from mundane life into divine life.
In Kundalini terms, this freedom or Mumukshutva is actually an
escape from the lower voltage to a higher voltage.
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into the colon by the vacuum created from performing Nauli. But for
our purposes it is not necessary to practice Vajroli because we can get
these benefits from Mula bandha by stopping the very impulse.
Uddiyana, Mula and Jalandhara bandhas you already know.
Viparita karani is like the Shoulderstand but in a slanting position. Its
purpose is to bring the energy backwards.

Generally the nectar is

dripping from the moon in the upper area and the sun below is
swallowing it all the time.

But by inverting the body, this nectar is

caught, and then the body remains youthful. That's the theory behind
it. Viparita karani should be practiced only in the morning, not in
the evening.
To do Shakti chalani, you perform Bhastrika and then you bounce the
body up and down.
Before practicing any of these mudras and intense pranayama, you
definitely must be very careful about your diet.

You also cannot

indulge too much in uncontrolled sexual practices as this will bring
prana in the wrong direction. So practice celibacy as much as you can,
but don't suppress sex; sublimate it. Practice yamas and niyamas, do
lots of japa for purification. Then Shakti gets awakened by Shakti
chalani like a ripe fruit which is very tasty. But when you take unripe
fruit and try to beat it to make it ripe, it may appear to be soft, but it
will be sour. The same is true with all spiritual practices. Let it ripen,
don't be in a hurry.

these are the ten mudras that destroy old age and death.
Death and old age may be there, but you are not afraid of them since
they pertain only to the physical body. There are many siddhas still
around who can move about in both the physical and astral worlds.
When they come to the physical world, they can take the physical
pattern and convert it into a physical body so they can appear before
their students. Or if they want to go to other dimensions they can
wander around without visa or passport. Saint Narada is an example.
He just uses his veena, sings "Om Namo Narayanaya;' and he goes to
whichever plane he wishes to travel. Sometimes he also comes to the
earth plane.
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What you discover is not a physical thing, as mudras and bandhas are
more subtle than asanas or pranayama. Even a beginner can see the
benefits of asanas. Asanas and pranayama operate more on the gross
physical level, but they are the road to the mudras and bandhas.
What is called meditation in Raja Yoga, is called "stopping the
impulses" in Hatha Yoga. But they are one and the same. If you want
to stop the fan, you must turn off the switch so that the electrical
impulse will no longer reach the motor which drives the blades.
Likewise, what we are trying to do is to turn off the switches to various
senses through the power of thought.
Prana accumulates while breathing very gently.

At that time,

application of the bandhas causes the heartbeat to go down. Also the
pulse rate slows down, metabolic activity slows down, and brainwaves
go down from beta to alpha. W ith even greater control of the breath,
the brainwaves go down to the theta stage (three to seven cycles per
second), and then eventually they stop. So we see that the brain waves
change according to the breathing quality.
What we are trying to do with bandhas and mudras is simple to
understand. In everyday life we select from among the many sounds
we hear as we focus mainly on the sounds which are pleasing to us and
try to block unpleasant ones. Examples might be the sound of a
jackhammer breaking up a road, or the sound of someone scolding us.
We try to block such impulses so that they do not go to the brain and
create a negative sensation in the thought atmosphere.

We do the

same with a horrible sight or with a bad smell such as a skunk odor.
We try to shut these off. In the same way, with bandhas and mudras,
we are just switching off the impulses going to the brain. We may not
be able to shut off everything, but we try to stop as much as possible.
In the beginning we have to learn to control by individual "switches;'
but later on it becomes so habitual that we can just use "remote
control." Everything comes to a standstill.
Perhaps you think that some great teacher will touch you and you
won't have to practice any asanas, bandhas or mudras.

It doesn't

usually happen this way; only in rare cases it can happen because of the
student's practice of these things in past incarnations. If many of his
blocks are gone, the few that remain in the present incarnation can be
removed by even a teacher's gaze, a touch, or a word. Then the student
reaches the highest samadhi. But as I said before, this is very rare.
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Raja Yoga, Samadhi, Unmani, Manomani,

Amaratva (immortality), Laya (absorption), Tattva
(Truth), Shunyashunya (void and yet non-void),
Paramapada (the supreme state), Amanaska
(suspended operation of the mind), Advaita (non
dual), Niralamba (without support), Niranjana
(pure), Jivanmukti (emandpated state while in the
body), Sahaja (natural state), and Turiya- all of
these mean the same thing.

Samadhi has various names, and these are the names.

Raja Yoga is

when the mind is still, without any waves. Samadhi is when the mind
doesn't function any more and you see your Self (Atman) clearly, or
when there is Oneness with Brahman.

Unmani is Hatha Yoga

samadhi; it refers to the state in which the prana and apana are united
and go the higher chakras.

Manomani literally means "that which

brings joy to the mind," and the only thing which brings joy is the Self,
the Atman. Immortality refers to transcending the body so that you
identify with the Atman. Concentration is on the Atman: "I am that
Brahman." Shunyashunya means void and not void because in that
state there is no time, space or causation, but yet one feels pure
consciousness

and

awareness,

extreme

bliss

and

happiness.

Paramapada means the highest state. Arnanaska comes from "manas,"
meaning mind, and "a" meaning not. When there is no mind, there is
no time, space, nor causation. Advaita, the non-dual state is also called
Asamprajnata samadhi. In the Niralamba state Atman or Brahman
has no support, it is everywhere, it supports everything. Niranjana is
pure Consciousness. Jivanmukti is the liberated state. Sahajavastha is
the natural state: Sat-Chit-Ananda. Turiya is the superconscious state.

All of these terms refer to the same thing.
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The sruti says, "The Self alone is to be seen, heard, contemplated upon
and realized." That Self can be attained by sravana (listening), manana
(reflection), and nididhyasana (realization). The first two are included
in swadhyaya, which is one of the subdivisions of niyama, the second
stage of Yoga. Swadhyaya is the thorough study of the teachings on
liberation, with a complete knowledge of their inner meanings and
symbolism. Nididhyasana is the restraining of the idea that there is
anything else besides Brahman, and the fostering of the realization that
everything is Brahman. This is contained in dhyana, the seventh stage
of [Raja] Yoga.
Karma Yoga, which is performing all acts as an offering to Ishwara, is
contained in the Kriya Yoga described by Patanjali. Patanjali says,
"Kriya Yoga is tapas, swadhyaya, and Ishwara pranidhana:· Tapas
means the purification of the body by the observance of various
penances. Swadhyaya consists of those studies that bring about a
predominance of the sattva guna. Ishwara pranidhana is praising
Ishwara, remembering and worshipping him by word, thought and
action, and an unswerving devotion to him.
Bhakti really means the constant perception of the form of the Lord by
the inner organ. There are nine kinds of bhakti: hearing the lore
concerning the Lord, singing it, remembering Him, worshipping His
feet, offering flowers to Him, bowing to Him (in spirit), regarding
oneself as His servant, becoming His companion and wholly offering
oneself to Him. These are all included in Ishwara pranidhana. Bhakti
has been described by Narayana Tirtha as an unbroken stream of love
towards the feet of the Lord - a love that is the be all and end all of a
person's existence, and during which he is, as it were, absorbed in the
object of his devotion. Madhusudana Saraswati has also described it
as a state of mind, when previous to its being utterly annihilated and
absorbed, it becomes of the nature of the Lord. Thus Bhakti, in its
most transcendental aspect, is included in Samprajnata samadhi.
So the three ways laid down by Krishna in the Bhagavatam have been
shown to be included in the stages of Yoga. Thus Yoga practiced in its
entirety, and in the order laid down, is enough for the attainment of
liberation. In this sense alone are to be understood the words in the
Puranas saying that Brahman is to be attained by Yoga.
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EPILOGUE
Address delivered by Swami Vishnu-de vananda at the Final
Ceremony of the Yoga Sadhana Intensive at the Sivananda Ashram
Yoga Camp during June, 1987.
As many of you know, the Hatha Yoga Pradipika is the original treatise
on Hatha Yoga. It was written down by Swami Swatmarama, whose
name means "he who is sporting with his own Atman:' We on the
other hand, are "Bhogaramas;' because we sport with our own senses.
Modern Hatha Yoga has been developed and enlarged from
Swatmarama's book. There are three other classical treatises on Hatha
Yoga: the Siva Samhita,

Gherandha Samhita, and the Goraksha

Samhita. They are all within the tradition of Ashtanga Yoga (the eight
limbed Yoga). Raja Yoga, Hatha Yoga, Kundalini Yoga, Laya Yoga,
Mantra Yoga are all part of Ashtanga Yoga. They differ a little bit only
in approach.
Of the eight steps of Ashtanga Yoga, yama and niyama are common to
all these Yogas. Asanas (or postures) were not elaborated on too much
by some of these treatises; Patanjali's Yoga Sutras is

an

example. He

describes only one asana, saying only that sitting comfortably in a pose
is asana.

He did not elaborate beyond that because in those days

people were practicing cultural poses in their daily lives as part of the
Gurukhula system of education.
Under the Gurukhula system, a student goes to live under the guidance
of the teacher for ten to twelve years. The teacher might have thirty or
forty students.

He would have a little plot of land and simple

accommodations, a few cows or other cattle for their livelihood. The
students would help in tilling the land, cultivating, and milking the
cows. In return, the teacher would impart his knowledge. Part of the
knowledge imparted was that of asanas and pranayama; they were
given to all, beginners as well as advanced students. Every child had to
perform pranayama with the Gayatri mantra.
Yama and niyama (ethics and morals), were all practiced in daily life.
Hatha yogis elaborated on the regulations concerning cleanliness, not
only by cleaning the teeth and the rest of the body, but going even
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deeper - cleaning the nasal passages, the stomach, etc. And even
further, into advanced cleaning through pranayama and through the
Bija mantras of the elements. For example, the Bija mantra of earth is
Lam, Vam is the Bija mantra for water, Ram is the Bija mantra for fire,
Tam is the Bija mantra for the moon. Gross matter of any kind is
called earth, any liquid is water, any fire is called Ram, and any energy
which cools the body and brings purification is called Tam, or moon,
or nectar. So, by using various Bija mantras, you are purifying the
system through subtle pranayama. In the Gurukhula system there was
the practice of such things as Bija mantras, so there was no need for
Patanjali or other Raja yogis to describe them. Students learned these
practices directly from the teacher.
Although asanas were not elaborated on by Patanjali and other Raja
yogis, they were performed to cause the body to become very still. The
cultural poses trained the body so that it could be kept still and steady
without strain or effort. When such a pose is found - one that is easy
and comfortable for you - stick to it all of your life. You will get rock
like firmness, and your nerve energy will start flowing when you use it
for meditation. Your metabolic activity, breathing mechanism, pulse
rate, and blood pressure will go down. As these metabolic activities
slow down when you sit quietly, you attain the first step of Raja Yoga.
Then you go to the second level, pranayama. Again, Patanjali only says
this much: that regulation of inhalation and exhalation is pranayama.
Its purpose is to reduce the velocity of the mind. People were
practicing other pranayamas: Anuloma Viloma, Bhastrika, Ujjayi,
Surya bedha - so they understood that prana is not the physical air.
They learned these techniques also from the guru, as it was part of
their daily routine. That is why Raja Yoga had no need to go into
detail; Patanjali didn't have to elaborate on it as it was coinmon
knowledge. Only later on, when people's minds began wandering
because they no longer had the discipline, and the Gurukhula system
declined, then at that time Swatmarama introduced Hatha Yoga. It is for
the same end as Raja Yoga, but it now has to explain those asanas and
pranayamas which had been taught as part of the Gurukhula system.
The fourth step is pratyahara or withdrawal of the mind from the
senses, or introversion. Patanjali says, "Yoga chitta vritti nirodha. Yoga
is stilling the mental modifications of the mind. Raja Yoga elaborated
these three processes, and so did Swatmarama Yogi, but in a way that
"
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gave more control. Most people, by merely dosing their eyes, cannot
regulate their thoughts. But when they perform pranayama, mudras
or bandhas properly, then the prana moves in the Sushumna, causing
the mind to become very still. Raja Yoga does not say how to achieve
this mental state except through stopping the mind. The teacher
would also have taught the student how to perform bandhas and
mudras in the Gurukhula system, so Patanjali only gives the theory of
concentration and samyama.
Samyama is concentration, meditation, and samadhi; they are only
varying amounts of mental control. Concentration's quality is less, in
meditation quality is a little better. In meditation, your mind is pure
like a candle which is steady when there is no wind. Patanjali says that
you can do samyama on anything, using these three processes, and get
the knowledge of that particular element. Suppose you are
concentrating on Lam (in the Muladhara chakra, representing the earth
element), then earth won't affect you; you will have power over earth,
solid matter. Raja Yoga explains the theory, but Hatha Yoga puts it into
practice. And that is the intense sadhana described in these pages.
They are almost the same activities I performed when I was in the
Himalayas undergoing my own training. With Gurudev's Grace and
with His blessings, I went to Uttarkashi and I followed this same
program. Morning, midday, evening, and midnight I practiced
pranayama, asanas, bandhas, plus about 200 malas of mantra (taking
about three or four hours). I had hardly two or three hours of sleep each
night, but that was sufficient for the body. It doesn't need too much
because intense energy starts flowing. You can experience these things.
With God's Grace and with Guru's Grace we have been able to do
intense sadhana to purify the physical body, the astral body, and the
causal body. As I mentioned before, all asanas, pranayama, bandhas
and mudras end in Kevala kumbhaka, in Unmani avastha (the
natural state). The natural state is that state where there is no duality.
Kevala kumbhaka means suspension of prana in the Ida and Pingala
so that the prana moves only in the Sushumna.
It took innumerable births for you to reach this stage. Do not stop
your practices now. Lead a moderate and dedicated life. Do not go
too fast and then stop the practices because of kickback. Do not go
so slow that you get discouraged from lack of visible progress.
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Do not be anxious, constantly thinking of your spiritual progress.
There will be ups and downs. It is not a straight path. Be courageous.
Climb. There will be so many falls; so many ascents you will have to
make; so many ropes to tie. There will be so many camps you have to
make: base camp, second camp, third camp, fourth camp, and finally,
no camp at all when you are left alone to reach the final summit.
Nobody to help you now, you will be there alone. But you are not
disheartened as you want to reach the top.
In this very life, seek the summit. Pray. Surrender. Our will needs
God's Grace, because our will is only a drop. God's Grace is like the
ocean. Our willpower is not sufficient to cross the ocean of samsara.
Our effort is like a tiny boat with broken oars crossing the Atlantic
Ocean; only God's Grace will see us across the ocean.
You must have dispassion and discrimination. While immersed in the
activities of life, it is very difficult to keep dispassion, it is very difficult
to keep discrimination. But don't forget your goal. Keep Mount
Everest always in view. Always look up. Go up a little bit more each
time, till your last breath. Never stop your sadhana, your evolution.
Look always up, up, up. Go onwards always. It doesn't matter in
which state you are, still you have to climb. Never be satisfied with
your progress, with your success, with your mental control, because
that same mind is waiting for you.
There will be rocks, snow, glaciers, so you will have to go to the right
and to the left, but still you will trip and fall. Always pray to God,
"Help me, let me not fall again." Prostrate. Surrender to Him. Your
effort alone is not sufficient. You can't see the hidden pitfalls. But with
surrender, and with your straightforward and honest practice of yama
and niyama, you will reach the goal.
May the Lord Bless you with success and liberation in this very lifetime.

Swami Vishnu-devananda
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GLOSSARY
OF SANSKRIT TERMS
[Guide to pronoundation is within brackets]
Abhinivesa: Earnest desire; ardent longing; perserverence; clinging to life.
Achamana: [Aachamana] Sipping of water to purify before

religious ceremonies.
Acharya: [Aacharya] Spiritual guide or perceptor.
Adhibhoutika: [Aadhibhoutika] Suffering caused by animals; bee

stings, snake bites, attacks by lions, amoebic dysentery, etc.
Adhidaivika: [Aadhidaivika] Suffering caused by planetary

influences; natural disasters such as earthquakes, floods, windstorms, etc.
Adhyatmika: [Aadhyatmika] Physical (bodily) and mental suffering.
Adikari: a sincere spiritual aspirant with proper qualifications.
Adinatha: [Aadinaatha] The first Lord; a name for Siva.
Advaita: Non-dualistic philosophy.
Aham: T or ego.
Ahimsa: [ Ahimsaa] Non-violence in thought, word and deed; mercy.
This is one of the Yamas (restrictions) of Raja Yoga.
Ajna: [Aajna] The sixth chakra; the centre of spiritual energy

between the two eyebrows; the "third eye:'
Akasha: [Aakasha] Space; ether.
Anahata: [ Anaahata]

(1) The fourth chakra, corresponding to the

heart plexus. (2) Astral, "unstruck" or soundless sounds. Mystical
sound which is heard by yogis.
Ananda: [Aananda] Bliss, joy, infinite happiness.
Ananta:

(1) The thousand-headed serpent on which Vishnu reclines.

(2) Endless.
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Anima: One of the eight major siddhis; the power to assume a

minute form.
Antahkarana: The inner instrument. The ego or "self arrogating"

principle.
Anuloma Viloma: Alternate nostril breathing.
Apana: [ Apaana] The downward-moving manifestation of Prana,
controls excretion and all the functions of the lumbar region of the
autonomic nervous system. The seat of apana is in the anus; its color
is a mixture of red and white.
Aparigraha: Non-receiving of presents (bribes). One of the Yama

(restrictions) of Raja Yoga.
Asamprajnata samadhi: [ Asamprajnaata samaadhi] Superconscious

state where the mind is totally annihilated, and Reality is experienced.
Having no consciousness of the triad; knower, knowledge and the
known become one. The highest state of Raja Yoga.
Asamsakti: A person who is unaffected by anything. The yogi is now

known as Brahmavidvara. This is the fifth stage of Jnana
(Knowledge).
Asana: [ Aasana] Posture or position. Poses for meditation and/or

body control.
Ashtanga: [ Astaanga] Eight limbed; Ashtanga Yoga is another name for

Raja Yoga.
Ashram: [ Aashram] Hermitage or monastery.
Ashwini mudra: A pra<.:tice to help to control the sex urge; while

sitting in water, contract and release the anal sphincter muscles,
trying to draw the prana upwards.
Asmita: Egoism.
Asteya: Non-covetousness; lack of jealousy. This is one of the Yamas

(restrictions) of Raja Yoga.
Astikya: [ Aastikya] Belief in God.
Asura: A demon; a being of darkness.
Atman: [ Aatman] The individual soul; the Self.
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Avatara: [ Avataara] An incarnation of God in physical form.
Avidya: [ Avidyaa] Ignorance.
Bandha: Muscular locks applied by yogis during certain breathing
exercises. These are essential in advanced pranayarna, in order to
direct and unite the prana and apana. For further details, see pages
247-250 in Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga.
Basti: Lower colon irrigation/cleansing; one of the Shad kriyas.
Bhadrasana: [ Bhadraasana] Described in Hatha Yoga Pradipika,

chapter 1, vs 53,54; in Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga, see plates
116-117; also known as Gorakshana.
Bhagavad Gita: [ Bhagavad Geeta] Literally translated as the "Song of
God;' this is one of the great Hindu scriptures.
Bhagavatam: [ Bhaagavatam] The Purana (a category of Hindu
scriptures) dealing with the exploits and incarnations of Vishnu.
Bhakta: A spiritual devotee. A follower of the path of Bhakti Yoga.
Bhakti Yoga: The path of devotion.
Bharata-varsa: [ Bhaarata-varsa] India
Bhastrika: An important, slightly advanced pranayama. Forcefully
inhaling and exhaling like the bellows of a blacksmith. It has the
effect of neither heating nor cooling, but of bringing the body into
balance. See chapter 2, vs 59-67.
Bhava samadhi: [ Bhaava samadhi] The highest state of Bhakti Yoga in

which the devotee has the attitude of identification with the Divine.
Bhogaramas: [ Bhogaaraamaas] Those people who indulge in
pleasure and live for enjoyment.
Bija mantra: The seed or root syllable which contains a specific

power.
Bindu: The dot, or point, which is the center of the nucleus. Static

energy.
Brahma: [ Brahmaa] The Creator, in the Hindu trinity of Brahma,
Vishnu and Siva; not be be confused with Brahman (the Absolute).
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Brahmachari: [ Brahmachaari] A student; one who

practices brahmacharya.
Brahmacharya: Celibacy, or control of the sexual energy. This is one

of the Yamas (restrictions) of Raja Yoga.
Brahma granthi: First knot in the Sushumna, located at the

Muladhara chakra.
Brahman: The Absolute Reality.
Brahma nadi: [ Brahma naadi]Another name for Sushumna.
Brahmarandhra: Literal meaning is " Brahma's Canal" or "the entry
to Brahman;' it is located in the center of the Sushumna nadi.
Opening of the skull; head fontanelle.
Brahmari: A minor pranayama; a light variety of breathing exercise.

See chapter 2, vs 68.
Brahmavaristha: A yogi who has attained the seventh, and highest,

stage of Jnana, who remains in a state of perpetual samadhi.
Brahmavid: Knower of Brahman; a sadhak who has reached the

Sattvapatti (fourth) stage of Jnana.
Brahmavidvara: A yogi who has reached the Asamsakti (fifth) stage

of Jnana.
Brahmavidya: The science of Brahman.
Buddhi: Intellect.
Chaitanya: Pure consciousness.
Chakra: The astral centers, located in the Sushumna.
Chit: Consciousness.
Chitta: The subconscious mind.
Crore: Ten million; one hundred lakhs.
Dana: [ Daana] Giving of charity.
Deva: A god or angel; a celestial being.
Dharana: [ Dhaarana] Concentration; the sixth limb of Raja Yoga.
Dharma: Righteous conduct.
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Dhatus: The tissues of the body: skin, flesh, blood, bones, marrow,
fat, and semen.
Dhauti: Cleansing of the upper digestive tract (i.e. mouth,

oesophagus and stomach); one of the Shad kriyas.
Dhanurasana: [Dhanuraasana] The "Bow" Pose. Hatha Yoga
Pradipika, chapter 1,vs 25. In the Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga,
this is referred to as Akarna Dhanurasan (Shooting Bow Pose),
plate 125-127.

Dhyana: [ Dhyaana] Meditation; the seventh limb of Raja Yoga.
Drusthi: Seeing, viewing. Seeing with the mental eye.
Dvesha: Repulsion; hatred.
Gajakarani: Also known as Kunja kriya or Gaja karma. In this form

of Dhauti, a large quantity of lukewarm water is drunk and then
vomited up.
Gandhara: One of the ten major nadis.
Gariman: One of the eight major siddhis; the power to become

very heavy.
Gayatri: [ Gaayatri] One of the most sacred Vedic mantras; goddess.
Gita: [ Geeta] Usually referring to Bhagavad Gita.
Gomukhasana: [Go'mukhaasana] "Cow's Head Pose," described in
Hatha loga Pradipika, chapter 1, vs 20; in Complete Illustrated Book of
Yoga, see plate 122.

Gorakshasana: [ Gorakshaasana] Another name for Bhadrasana.
Granthi: Three (Brahma, Vishnu and Rudra) knots, or protective

blockages in the Sushumna. Their purpose is to block the upward
flow of prana. They function as fuses or circuit breakers to protect
the practitioner from an energy overload. The knots will only open
when sufficient purification and strengthening has taken place.
Grihastha: A householder, or married person.
Guna: Quality or attribute. One of three qualities of Nature (or

Prakriti): Sattva, Rajas and Tamas.
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Guptasana: [ Guptaa'i3lla] See chapter l, vs 37; also known as Muktasan
Guru: Teacher or perceptor.
Gurukhula: The system by which the student went to live in the

teacher's ashram. The perceptor's hermitage.
Guruparampara: The guru-disciple lineage.
Hatha Yoga: The path of Yoga giving first attention to the physical

body, which is a vehicle for the spirit; preference is given to the
mobilization of the body and the control of the vital breath.
It can be divided as follows:
1. Internal and external purification of the physical body (Kriyas).
2. Practice of Asanas (physical exercises).
3. Practice of Mudras and Bandhas
4. Pranayama: control of the vital energy.
5. Pratyahara: withdrawing the mental energy from external
stimulation.
6. Dharana: Concentration.
7. Dhyana: Meditation.
8: Samadhi: Superconscious state, when the individual
consciousness, or ego, merges with the Supreme Consciousness,
or Brahman.
Hiranyagarbha: Literally meaning "born of a golden egg."

Cosmic mind.
Ida: The nadi to the left of the Sushumna. Its nature is intuitive,
holistic, inner-directed, emotional, subjective, feminine, cool.
Indriya: Sense organ. There are 5 Joana indriyas (organs of

knowledge: taste, touch, smell, sight and hearing) and 5 Karma
indriyas (organs of action: hands, feet, tongue, anus and genitals).
Ishwara: God in the form of the chosen deity. Brahman as filtered
through the Upadis.
Ishwarapranidana: [ Ishwarapranidaana] Surrender to the will of

God or surrender of the ego. One of the Niyamas (prescribed
observances) of Raja Yoga.
Isita: One of the eight major siddhis; the power to shape anything

as desired.
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Jagrat: The awake state of consciousness.
Jalandhara bandha: [Jaalandhara bandha] The chin lock, forcing the

prana downward. The chin is brought down to touch the Kantha
kupa (sternal notch).
Jala neti: One of the Shad kriyas; water is poured into one nostril

and comes out by the other (or through the mouth).
Jambu-dvipa: [Jambu-dveepa] Indian sub-continent.
Janaka: Name of a royal sage.
Japa: Repetition of Mantras or God's name.
Jihva bandha: [Jihvaa bandha] The tongue lock, to be done with

Jalandhara bandha. The top of the tongue is flat against the roof of
the mouth and drawn back as much as possible.
Jiva(tman): [Jeevaa] The individual soul.
Jivanmukti: [Jeevanmukti] Self-realization while living.
Jnana: [Jnaana] Knowledge; wisdom.
Jnana Yoga: [Jnaana Yoga] The intellectual or philosophical path.
Jnani: [Jnaani] A sage or wise person.
Jyoti: Light.
Kaivalya: Absoluteness. Isolated freedom; state of absolute
independence.
Kala: The transcendental wave; the energy which makes the electrons

whirl around the nucleus. A ray, digit of manifestation.
Kali-yuga: The last of the four Hindu time cycles; the present

"Iron Age."
Kanda: The place near the navel where the nadis unite and separate.
It is described as soft, white and egg-like, covered by membraneous
membranes. From the kanda spring the 72,000 nadis. It is like a battery,
with wires (nadis) going to all parts of the (astral) body. Some yogis
equate the kanda with the perineum, the space between the two legs.
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Kapalabhati: [Kapaalabhati] Literally translated as "shining skull:'

Breathing exercise for cleansing the respiratory system. One of the
Shad kriyas (six cleansing exercises).
Karma: Action; the law of action and reaction, or cause and effect.
Kevala kumbhaka: Absolute or natural retention (with no effort).
Khechari mudra: See chapter 3, vs 33-43.
Kirtan (a): Singing the Lord's Name.
Kleshas: [Kleshaas] Pain, anguish, suffering, distress, trouble.
Kriya: A cleansing or purificatory exercise.
Kukkutasana: [Kukkutaasana] The "Cock" pose, described in Hatha
Yoga Pradipika, chapter 1, vs 23; in Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga,

see plate 114.
Kumbhaka: Retention ofbreath.
Kundalini: Serpent Power; the primordial cosmic energy located in

the individual.
Kunja(l) kriya: In this form of Dhauti, a large quantity of lukewarm
water is drunk and then vomited up.
Laghiman: One of the eight major siddhis; the power to
become very light.
lakh: One hundred thousand (100,000).
laya: Absorption of mind. Merging; dissolution.
linga(m): Symbol of Siva, representing the unmanifested.
An imageless image.
lotus Pose: Padmasana; see chapter 1, vs 21, 23, 34, 44-49.
Madhyamarga: Literally translated as "the middle path;' it is usually
used to refer to the Sushumna.
Maha bandha: [Mahaabandha] See chapter 3, vs 19-24.
Maha mudra: [Mahaamudra] See chapter 3, vs 14-18.
Mahapatha: [Mahaapatha] "the great road"; refers to the Sushumna.
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Mahatma: [Mahaatmaa] A great soul; a saint.
Maha vedha: [Mahaavedha] See chaper 3,vs 25-29.
Maheswara: [Maheshwara] The Great Lord; a name for Siva.
Mahiman: One of the eight major siddhis; the power to assume a

large form.
Mala: (1) An impurity of the mind: lust, anger, greed etc.

(2) A garland or necklace.
Manomani Avasta: The state attained when the prana enters

the Sushumna.
Manana: Thinking, reflection, cogitation; an inference arrived at by
reasoning. This is an aspect of Swadyaya (study).
Manas: Mind.
Manipura Chakra: The third chakra, located in the nabhi (navel) in

the Sushumna.
Marana: (1) Death, one of the 5 avasthas (states of consciousness).

(2) Killing, destruction. (3) A magical ceremony performed for the
purpose of destroying an enemy.
Matha or math: A cottage; a small ashram or monastery
Matra: [Maatra] An ancient measure of time; approximately 3 seconds.
Matsyendrasana: [Matsyendraasana] Spinal Twist. Described in
Hatha Yoga Pradipika chapter 1, vs 27; In Complete Illustrated Book
of Yoga, see plate 101-104.

Mayurasana: [Mayuraasana] The "Peacock" pose. Described in
Hatha Yoga Pradipika chapter 1, vs 30; in Complete Illustrated Book of
Yoga, plates I 05-109.

Meru: The fabulous mountain at the centre of the universe, around

which all the planets are said to revolve. The central bead in a
mala, or rosary.
Moksha: Liberation.
Moorcha or Murcha: (1) A minor pranayama; a light variety of yogic

breathing. (2) Trance state, one of the 5 avasthas (states of
consciousness). See chapter 2, vs 99
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Mudra: (1) Hatha Yoga exercises, usually used with bandhas, whose

purpose is to seal the union of prana-apana. (2 ) In Indian dance:
hand gestures.
Muktasana: [Muktaasana] Also known as Guptasana;
see

chapter 1, vs 37.

Mukti: Emancipation.
Mula (or Moola) bandha: The anal lock, forcing the apana upward.
Muladhara chakra: [Mooladhaara chakra] The first, or lowest, center

of spiritual energy located at the base of the spine.
Mumukshutva: A burning desire for liberation and an intense

striving to attain it. One of the four necessary qualifications of a
serious student of yoga.
Muni: An ascetic.
Nada: [Naada] Mystical sound. Sound or energy wave. Nada and

hindu are represented by Siva and Shakti. Nada is the electrons
whirling around the nucleus.
Nadi: [Naadi] An astral nerve. The Sanskrit term equivalent to the
"meridians" of acupuncture.
Narakas: [Narakaas] Hells; places of purification after death.
Narayana: [Naraayana] Vishnu, the preserver of the Hindu trinity.
Nmraja: [Nataraaja] The dancing Lord Siva.
Nauli:Manipulation and churning of the abdomen; one of the Shad
kriyas (six cleansing exercises).
Neelakantha: orNilakantha. "Blue-throated"; a name for Siva.

Neti: Cleansing of the upper respiratory tract (i.e. nose, nasal
passages, sinuses}; one of the Shad Kriyas (six cleansing exercises).
Nididhyasana: [Nididhyaasana] Realization of the Truth. Profound
and deep meditation.
Niralamba: [Niraalamba] Without support.
Ninnjana: T he pure consciousness which is free of all qualities
or attributes.
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Nirvikalpa samadhi: [Nirvikalpa samaadhi] The superconscious

state where the mental modifications cease to exist. The term used
in Jnana Yoga.
Niyama: Religious observances, such as deanliness, contentment,

austerity, study and worship of God; the second limb of Raja Yoga.
Om: The sacred monosyllable which symbolizes the Absolute.
Om Namah Sivaya: [ OmNarriah Shivaaya] ThePanchakshara

(five-lettered) mantra of Lord Siva.
Om Namo Narayanaya: [ Om Namo Naaraayanaaya] The mantra

of Vishnu.
Padma: Lotus.
Padmasana: [Padmaasana] (see LotusPose).
Papa: [Paapa] Sin.
Parabrahman: The Absolute.
Paramatman: [Paramaatman] The Supreme Self.
Pararthabhavani: [Paraarthabhaavani] The sixth stage of]nana,

where external things do not appear to exist.
Parashakti: [Paraashakti] The highest energy; Kundalini. The

Supreme Goddess.
Parvati: [Paarvati] Lord Siva's consort.
Paschimottanasana: [Paschimottanaasana] The Forward Bend pose,

Described in Hatha Yoga Pradipika chapter 2, vs 28-29. In Complete
lllustated Book of Yoga, see plates 55-57.
Patanjali: [Paatanjali] Author of the Raja Yoga Sutras.
Pingala: The nadi to the right side of the Sushumna; its nature is

aggressive, logical, sequential, analytical, outer-directed, rational,
objective, hot, masculine, directing mathematical and
verbal activities.
Plavini: [Plaavini] A minor pranayama; a light variety of yogic
breathing exercise. See chapter 2, vs 70.
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Prakamya: [ Prakaamya] One of the eight major siddhis; the power to
obtain whatever is desired.
Prana: [ Praana] The vital force. Although prana is one, it takes five
major forms (i.e. prana, apana, 5amana, udana and vyana). Prana
governs the cervical portion of the autonomic nervous system, the
verbal mechanism and the vocal apparatus, the respiratory system
and the movements of the gullet. The seat of prana is in the heart; its
color is that of a red gem.
Pranava: The sacred monosyllable OM.
Pranayama: [ Praanaayaarna} The science of breath control. Control
of the Prana (vital energy).
Prapti: [ Praapti] One of the eight major siddhis; the power to reach

distant objects.
Prarabdha: [ Praarabdha] The karma which has been chosen to be

worked out in this lifetime.
Pratyahara: [ Pratyaahaara] Abstraction of the senses; withdrawal of

the mental energy from the senses. The fifth step of Raja Yoga.
Punya: merit.
Puraka: [ Pooraka] Inhalation of breath.
Purana: [ Poorana] Eighteen scriptures of Hindu myths and legends.
Sacred works dealing with the doctrines of creation, etc.
Purusha: The Supreme Being.
Raga: [ Raaga] (1) Attachment. (2) A tune.
Raja Yoga: [ Raaja Yoga] The kingly science; the eight-limbed Yoga of

Maharishi Patanjali.
Rajas: Activity, passion, stimulation, restlessness.
Rajoguna: The quality of Rajas, or activity; one of its symptoms is

fickleness of mind.
Ramayana: [ Raarnaayana] The Hindu epic dealing with the life

of Sri Rarna.
Rechaka: Exhalation of breath.
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Rbhi: A seer or sage.
Rudra granthi: The last knot in the Sushumna; it is located at the
Ajna chakra.
Sadhaka: [ Saadhaka] A spiritual aspirant; a seeker.
Sadhana: [ Saadhana] Spiritual practice.
Sahaja:Natural.
Sahasrara: [ Sahasraara] The eight or highest chakra; the "thousand
petal lotus." The highest psychic centre wherein the yogi attains
union between the individual soul and the universal soul.
Sahita kumbhaka: The regular retention of breath, either inside or
outside of the body.
Samadhi: [ Samaadhi] The Superconscious state.
Samana: [ Samaana] One of the five major pranas; performs digestion
and controls secretions of the digestive system throughout the
sympathetic nervous system in the thoracic region. Its seat is in the
region of the navel; its color is between that of pure milk and crystal.
Samhita: Classical texts on Hatha Yoga include: Siva Samhita,
Gherandha Samhita, Goraksha Samhita.
Samprajnata samadhi: [ Samprajnaata samaadhi] Contemplation
where the consciousness of duality still lingers.
Samsara: [ Samsaara] The continuous round, or wheel, of births
and deaths.
Samskaras: [ Samskaaraas] Subtle impressions of past lives.
Samyama: The simultaneous occurrence of concentration,
meditation, and samadhi in a developed yogi.
Sanchar: [ Sanchaar] Awakening of.
Sandhyavandana: [ Sandhyaavandana] Prayers at dawn and dusk.
Sankalpa: Thought, imagination.
Sannyasi(n): [ Sanyaa:;i(n)] A renunciate; a monk.
Santosha: Contentment. One of theNiyamas (prescribed
observances) of Raja Yoga.
Satchidananda: [ Satchidaananda] Existence Absolute, Knowledge
Absolute, Bliss Absolute.
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Sattva: The quality of purity.
Sattvapatti: [ Sattvaapatti] Attainment of the state of purity; fourth
state of]nana (Knowledge).
Satyam: Truthfulness. This is one of the Yamas (restrictions)
of Raja Yoga.
Saucha: Cleanliness or purity. One of theNiyamas (prescribed
observances) of Raja Yoga.
Savasana: [ Shavaasana] The Corpse pose; chapter 1,vs 32. In
Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga, see plate 146.
Sesha: (1) The thousand-headed serpent on which Vishnu sleeps.
(2) Balance, remainder, what is left.
Shad kriyas: The six cleansing exercises, i.e.Neti,Nauli, Dhauti,
Basti, Tratak and Kapalabhati.
Shad sampat: The six-fold virtues.
Shakti: Power, energy. Goddess. Female power.
Shakti chalini: [ Shakti chaalini] An exercise for raising
the Kundalini.
Shambhavi: [ Shaambhavi] Pertaining to the auspicious Shambu, the
term is often used to refer to the Sushumna.
Shambhu: Happiness; one who grants prosperity. A name for Siva.
Shanmukhi mudra: Also known as Yoni mudra. Each ear is closed
with the thumb, each eye with the forefinger, the nose with the
middle fingers, and the mouth with ring and little fingers.
Shankaracharya: [ Shankaraachaarya] The ninth century philosopher
and exponent of Advaita Vedanta. Founder of the Swami orders
of monks.
Shastras: [ Shaastraas] Scriptures.
Shunya: [ Shoonya] The void; without time or space awareness;
having no qualities.
Siddha: One who possesses Siddhis or psychic powers.
Siddhasana: [ Siddhaasana] Many yogis feel that this is the most
important of all the 84 lakh asanas.
Siddhis: Psychic powers.
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Simhasana: [ Simhaasana] The "Lion" Pose, described in Hatha Yoga
Pradipika chapter 1, vs 50-52. In Complete Illustrated Book of Yoga,
see plate 145.
Sitali: [ Seetali] A minor pranayama performed with the tongue
folded in half; a light breathing exercise which is cooling to the body.
See chapter 2, vs 57-58
Sitkari: [ Seetkari] A minor pranayama performed with the tongue
folded back; a light breathing exercise which is cooling to the body.
See chapter 2, vs 54-56.
Siva: [ Shiva] The destructive aspect of Godhead, the third of the
Hindu Trinity; also, the Supreme Lord. The bestower of
auspiciousness on His devotees.
Sloka: A scriptural verse.
Smarana: Remembrance.
Smasana: [ Smasaana] Literally translated as "the burning ground;' it
is another name for the Sushumna.
Smriti: That which has been remembered. Works of law-givers like
Manu which are inferior to the Sruti or revealed scriptures on a point
of religious authority.
Soma: Nectar of the moon; divine nectar.
Srimad Bhagavatham: [ Srimad Bhaagavatham] The holy scripture
of the Hindus wherein the life and teachings of Krishna appear; the
incarnations of Vishnu and attendant philosophy are explained.
Sravana: Listening to spiritual or religious discourse; an aspect
of Swadyaya.
Srutis: Scriptures which are heard.
Subechcha: [ Subechchaa] Longing for the Truth; the first stage of
Jnana (Knowledge).
Sunyapadavi: [ Shoonyapadavi] The great void.
Surya: [ Soorya] The Sun.
Surya bheda: [ Soorya bheda] An advanced pranayama which
increases the heat in the body; see chapter 2,vs 48-50.
Sushumna: The central nadi, or astral nerve, which runs through
the spinal cord.
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Sushupti: Deep sleep, one of the 5 avasthas (states of consciousness).
Sutra neti: [ Sootra neti] One of the Shad kriyas in which a string (or
catheter) is passed through the nose and comes out the mouth, with
the purpose of cleansing the nasal passage.
Swadhyaya: [ Swaadhyaaya] Study of scriptures, or spiritual books.
One of theNiyamas (prescribed observances) of Raja Yoga.
Swapna: Dream state of consciousness.
Swaroopa: Essence; the essential nature of Brahman.
Swastikasana: [ Swastikaasana] An important sitting pose, described
in Hatha Yoga Pradipika chapter 1, vs 19. In Complete fllustrated
Book ofYoga, see plates 17-18.
Swatmarama: [ Swaatmaaraama] Author of Hatha Yoga Pradipika;
the literal translation of his name is "he who is sporting with his
own Atman:'
Tamas: The quality (guna) of darkness, inertia and infatuation.
Tamasic [ Taamasic] Impure, rotten (with reference to food), lazy, dull.
Tantras: [ Tantraas] A path of Sadhana laying great stress upon
repetition ofMantra and other esoteric meditations.
Tanumanasa: [ Tanumaanasa] Fading out of the mind; the third stage
of Jnana (Knowledge).
Tapas: Austerities, or penances. One of theNiyamas (prescribed
observances) of Raja Yoga.
Tattva: Principle; the Supreme Principle or Brahman.
Tratak: [ Traatak] Steady gazing with the purpose of cleansing and

strengthening the eyes and frontal region. It also improves
concentration. One of the Shad Kriyas.
Turiya: [ Tureeya]

(I) The state wherein the yogi sees God
everywhere. (2) The state of superconsciousness, the fourth state

transcending the waking, dreaming and deep sleep states.
Udana: [Udaana] One of the five major pranas with its seat in the

throat,Udana controls the swallowing of food and the duties which
take the individual to sleep. Its realm of activity is above the larynx and
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it controls all the automatic functions of the autonomic nervous system
that take place in the skull. Udana also functions as a psychic force that
separates the astral body from the physical body at the time of death.
Uddiyana bandha: [Uddiyaana bandha] One of the three most

important bandhas, in which the belly is contracted after exhalation.
Ujjayi: An advanced pranayama; see chapter 2, vs 51-53.
Umani Avastha: Hatha Yoga samadhi through control of the prana.
Upadhi: [Upaadhi] Limiting adjunct.
Uttana Kurmasana: [Uttana Kurmaasana] The "Lifted Tortoise"

pose, described in chapter 1,vs 24. In Complete Illustrated Book of
Yoga, see plate 131. Also known as Garbhasana (foetus pose).
Uttarkashi: Himalayan region where Swami Vishnu-devananda did

his period of intensive sadhana.
Vairagya: [ Vairaagya] Dispassion.Perfect indifference to any object

of desire of earthly life.
Vajrasana: [ Vajraasana] Kneeling pose; Energy pose.
Vajroli mudra: A practice which is not followed in sattvic sadhana.
Vasanas: [ Vaasanaas] Subtle desires.
Vasitva: One of the eight major siddhis; the power to control

anything.
Vayu: [ Vaayu] Air; gaseous matter.
Vedanta: [ Vedaanta] Literal meaning is "the end of the Vedas:' The

school of thought based primarily on theUpanishads. The
philosophy of Oneness; the end (goal) of Knowledge.
Vedas: [ Vedaas] The revealed scripture of the Hindus containing

the Upanishads.
Veena

(sometimes spelt Vina): An ancient stringed

musical instrument.
Vicharana: [ Vichaarana] Right inquiry; the second stage of
Joana (Knowledge).
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Vidya: [ Vidyaa1 Knowledge, science, art.
Viparita karani: Literal translation is "Topsy turvey" pose;

see chapter 3, vs ?9-82.

Virasana: [ Viraasana1 Also known asPadmasana; chapter 1, vs

21.

Vishnu granthi: The second knot in the Sushumna, located at

theManipura chakra.
Vismriti: Forgetfulness.
Visuddha: The fifth chakra, located at the throat.
Viveka: Discrimination between what is permanent and impermanent.
Viveka Chudamani: [ Viveka Choodamani1 (Crest Jewel of

Discrimination) Sankaracharya's masterpiece of Vedantic philosophy.
Vrata: Vow; religious observance.
Vritti: Thought wave; a wave on the mind-lake. Mental

modification.
Vyana: [ Vyaana1 One of the five major pranas, Vyana performs the

circulation of blood. It controls the voluntary and involuntary
movements of the muscles, joints and surrounding structures. Its
color resembles that of a ray of light. Vyana also helps to keep the
body in an erect position by generating unconscious reflexes along
the spinal cord; it is all-pervading and moves throughout the entire
body.
Vyomachakra: Another name for Khechari mudra.
Varna: (1) Ethics, restrictions; the first limb of Raja Yoga. Internal

purification through moral training.
Death. (3) A three-hour period.

(2) Death (Time).

The Lord of

Yoga Vasistha: An important scripture on Advaita Vedanta
philosophy, written in the form of conversation between Rama and

his guru, the sage Vasistha.
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